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1. INTRODUCTION 
This dissertation consists of two parts. The first 
part is concerned with the Theory of Sets and the second 
with Topology» These two parts are linked by the recent 
developments in Axiomatic Set Theory, In particular, 
Cohen's forcing method allows the construction of models 
for various set - theoretically or topologically formulated 
statements, establishing their relative consistency with 
ZP [10]. 
The first part of our dissertation is motivated by the 
works of Praenkel, Mostowski (see Abian [4]) and Cohen [10] 
We develop a forcing language and use the notion of the 
hereditarily symmetric sets, to prove the relative 
consistency of ZP" +lAO, The novelty of our method 
consists in the reduction of a model of ZP" to that of 
ZP" + lAC. Another novelty of our work is the development 
of a second forcing language which also preserves the law 
of the double negation. 
The second part of our work is motivated by Martin's 
and generalized Martin's axioms. We use these axioms to 
obtain new results in topological spaces, especially in 
connection with normality and compactness. 
In particular in the introductory Section 2, using 
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Mostowslcl's collapelng theorem, we consider the sets of 
ordinals which exist In a standard model of ZF and show 
that these characterize the model. We also Introduce the 
notion of the minimal standard transitive model of ZF 
which is indispensable in the sequel. 
In Section 3, we develop the concept of the Bijectional 
models, which we .use to prove the consistency of ZF" with 
the existence of an infinite set of atoms. These models 
are used in Section 4. 
In Section 4, we develop a new forcing language which 
(in contradistinction to the classical forcing language) 
is used to systematically eliminate certain sets from 
permutational models to yield models of ZF" + lAO. 
In Section 5, we introduce a variant of the unramifled 
forcing language based on the Topology induced by a non-
molecular partial order in a suitable countable standard 
transitive model of ZF. 
In Section 6, we develop a new variant of^ the 
unramifled forcing language where the law of the double 
negation is preserved. We prove all the theorems required 
to show that this forcing language can be used to yield 
various models of ZF such as ZF + lOH and ZF + MA. 
In Section 7, the forcing Introduced in Section 5 
together*with the concept of the hereditarily symmetric 
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sets in generic extensions are used to construct a model 
of ZF +lAO. 
Sections 8, 9» 10 and 11 constitute the Topology part 
of the dissertation. 
In Section 8 based on Martin's axiom, we prove a few 
combinatorial theorems concerning the existence of a subset 
of 0), having finite and infinite intersections with two 
given elements of P(w). These theorems are used to 
obtain results related to the sequential compactness and 
meager sets. 
In Section 9» we introduce E - spaces which satisfy 
separation conditions weaker than normality. Then using 
Martin's and generalized Martin's axioms, we obtain some 
normality results for E - spaces. 
In Section 10, based on cardinality considerations, 
weaker versions of compactness are developed. Then, 
various implications among them are obtained using set-
theoretical methods. 
Finally in Section 11, we consider topologies on 
infinite products of sets. Bases of these Topologies are 
defined in terms of cardinality of factor spaces from 
which proper open sets are chosen. We show that some of 
the notions of compactness of Section 10 are preserved 
under products of certain cardinality. 
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2. MODEIS AKD STAKDAED ÏRMSITIVE MODELS OF ZP 
The present work is in the setting of the Zermelo-
Praenkel Set Theory which is developed in the framework of 
the First Order Predicate Calculus with equality and which 
is denoted by ZP. Thus, as expected, the language of ZP 
is the first order language with equality and with one and 
only one binary predicate e(x,y) - the '•elementhood 
relation We denote this language by I and we write 
X e y instead of e(x,y). 
The axioms of ZP are; Extensionality, Sumset, Power-
set, Infinity Regularity and the axiom scheme of Replace­
ment 0.3, p, 284]* It is known that ZP is not finitely 
axiomatizable [g, p. 83]• 
ZP refers to one and only one type of objects, name­
ly sets. Nevertheless, we also introduce classes in order 
to avoid the difficulties involved in handling formulas 
[15, p. 3]. 
We assume once and for all that ZP is consistent. 
Hence, by Groedel's completeness theorem there exists a set 
M and a binary relation R on M such that (M, R) is a 
model of ZP, i.e., all the axioms of ZP are satisfied 
In (M,R) when e is interpreted as R. However, by 
Goedel's Second Incompleteness theorem the existence of 
(M,R) cannot be proved in ZP (although it can be proved in 
a stronger system)* On the other hand, based on the con­
sistency of ZP we can prove (in ZP) the existence of a 
class y such that 
V = U 
u G Ord * 
where = (d)} and V , = P(V ) and V = U 7^  U u+x u u 
if u is a limit ordinal. 
It can be readily verified that in (V,e) all the 
axioms of ZP are satisfied. 
Extending the notion of a model to include classes as 
domains of models, (Y,e) is referred to as von Nevunann'i 
model of all well-founded sets. It is believed that all 
the reasonable mathematics takes place in (7,e), see, 
e.g., [21, 41] and £12. pp. 96-101]. 
In what follows all our constructions are carried out 
in the model (7,e) of ZP. 
let R be a binary relation over a subclass or a set 
Q of 7. (Chen, as usual, (Q,R) is called a model of a 
collection S of statements of 1 if every statement of 
S is satisfied in (Q,R) when e is interpreted by R. 
As expected, (Q,R) is called a transitive model if 
Q is a transitive class or a transitive set, i.e., x e Q 
and y e X imply y e Q. Moreover, (Q,R) is called a 
[standard model if R is the restriction of e to Q, in 
which case, by abuse of notation, we denote (Q,R) by (Q,e) 
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According to the above, (V, e) is a standard 
transitive model of ZF« 
In what follows, we consider mainly standard transitive 
models of ZP« These models have the following important 
property. Let us call S-u e x and Vu e x restricted 
quantifiers, and say that a formula P (naturally of L) is 
a restricted formula if it has no other quantifiers than 
restricted ones. let (S, e) be a standard transitive 
model of ZP and P be a restricted formula* Then for 
every a^ ,...,a^  e 8 it is the case that; 
S ^  P(a^ ,«««,a^ ) iff PCa^ ,^ • • •,a^ ) 
which implies that in standard transitive models the axiom 
of Extensionality is satisfied (which is the most desirable 
property for a model to possess)# 
In connection with the above, let us observe that not 
every standard model of ZP is transitive, however, by 
Mostowski's collapsing theorem [23» P« 147], every standard 
model of ZP is isomorphic to a standard transitive model 
of ZP. 
Besides (V, e) there are two other prominent examples 
of standard transitive models of ZP: Goedel's model 
(L, e) of constructible sets [14] and Cohen's minimal model 
(M, e) of strongly constructible sets [9], 
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(I, e) is the least standard transitive model contain­
ing all the ordinals (of course of V). In (L, e) the 
axiom of Construetibility is satisfied and therefore also 
the axiom of Choice AC, and, the generalized continuum 
hypothesis GOH. Thus, (I, e) provides a proof 
[15, pp. 109—110] of the consistency of V=I, AC and GCH 
with ZP. 
(M, E) is ttie minimal standard transitive model which 
is a submodel of any standard transitive model of ZF» In 
(M, e) also, V=I and therefore AC and GCH are 
satisfied. 
If the domain of a model is a set and not a proper 
class, we indicate that domain by a small letter. In this 
connection, we mention the following consequences of 
Goedel's Completeness theorem [15], where ZPC stands for 
ZP+AC. 
(1) In every standard transitive model of ZPC there 
exists a set (in fact, even countable) which is 
a model of ZPC 
(2) There is a model of ZPC in which there exists no 
set which is a model of ZP 
We prove below a weaker version of (2): 
LEMMA. 1. There is a standard transitive model of ZPC 
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in which there'exists no set which is a standard transitive 
ZP. 
PROOF. Assime on the contrary. îEhus, in model (I, e) 
there exists a set which is a standard model of ZP. But 
then, based on Mostowski's collapsing theorem, there exists 
a set m^  e I such that (m^ , e) is a standard transitive 
model of ZPO. Now, starting with (m^ , e) instead of 
(I, e) we derive the existence of a set m^  e m^  such that 
(m^ , e) is a standard transitive model of ZPO. Because of 
the validity of the axiom of Regularity in (I, e), the 
iteration of the above process must stop yielding (m^ , e) 
in which there is no set which is a standard model of ZP. 
Let M and SM stand for the ZP statements given 
by: 
(3) M = there exists a set which is a model of ZP 
and 
(4) SM = there exists a set which is a standard 
model of ZP 
Clearly, by Goedel's second Incompleteness theorem, M 
and therefore also SM are unprovable in ZP. On the other 
hand, it is believed that SM and also M are consistent 
with ZP. In fact, by Goedel's Completeness theorem M is 
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is equivalent to Con(ZF). 
Obviously, SM implies M, however, the converse does 
not hold as shown below: 
lEMMA 2. 1 h M —> SM 
PROOF. Assume to the contrary. let (M, e) be 
Cohen's minimal model. By (1) we have: 
(5) (M, e) 1= M 
But then, by our assumption, from (5) it follows that 
(M, s) N SM which is a contradiction, since by minimality 
of (M, e) there is no set in (M, e) which is a standard 
model of ZP. Thus, our assumption is false and the Lemma 
is proved. 
Motivated by a result of [42] we prove below the fact 
that standard transitive models of ZP are uniquely 
characterized by the subsets of ordinals that they possess, 
Hrst however, we prove; 
EEMMA 3. Let A and B be transitive e-isomorphic 
classes. Then A = B. 
PROOF. Let f be an isomorphism from A onto B. 
We prove by transfinite induction on the rank of the 
elements of A that f(x) = x for every x e A. 
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let f(y) = y for every element y of A of rank < r 
and let x be an element of A of rank r. But then 
(y e x) <—> f(y) e f(x) <—> y e f(x) 
(Chus, f(x) = X, as required. 
THEOREM 1. Let M and N be standard transitive 
models of ZF» let the axiom of Choice be valid in M. 
If M and N have the same sets of ordinals then M = N. 
PROOF. let P be the canonical map [2] from On x On 
onto On. let P be a set of ordered pairs of ordinals. 
Since P = F"'^ {F[P]} we see that if P is a set of M 
then P is also a set of IT and vice versa. Thus, M and 
N have the same sets of pairs of ordinals. 
First we show that M s. K". Since M and N are well-
founded 
M = U M and N = U N 
reOn reOn 
where and ai'e the von Newmann's r-th stages of 
M and N respectively. Since AC is valid in M, there 
exists an ordinal m and a 1:1 map f from m onto M^ . 
Let E be the relation 
p E q <--> f(p) e f(q) for every p, q e m 
Clearly E is well-founded and extensional in both 
-A' 
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M and N« Thus, by Mostowski's collapsing theorem (m, E) 
yields a transitive set T in both M and IT. By lemma 3, 
we see that T = Hence, e IT and thus M £ N. 
Next, we show that IT s. M by induction on the rank of 
the elements of N. Assume that £ M and let x e 
By the induction hypothesis x s, M. let 
w = sup{k : k = rank(y) for some y e x) 
Clearly x c Since AC is valid in M there exists 
a map h from onto an ordinal u. Since M SL N we 
see that h e N. However, h[x] e N and because M and N 
have the same sets of ordinals h[x] e M. But since M is 
a model, h"^ (h[x]} e M. But h~^ {h[x]} = x and therefore 
X e M implying that IT c M, as desired. 
We prove below another theorem concerning standard 
models. 
THEOREM 2. In ZP+SM it cannot be proved that there 
exists an uncountable set S which is a standard model of 
ZF in which AC is true and OH is false. 
PROOF. Since V=L is consistent with ZF it suf­
fices to show that ZF+(V=:L)+SM implies that there is no 
such a set S. 
iet S be any uncountable model of ZF which is a 
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set in (L, E), where (L, e) is the Goedel's model of con 
structible sets satisfying 8M. We show that if AC is 
valid in S then so is OH. 
Let a^  = (x : xeS and x is an ordinal)• We claim 
that a^  is uncoiintable• Assume on the contrary that 
a^  is countable and let 
(6) S = U V 
rea^  ^  
where is the von Heumann's r-th stage relative to 
S. Since AC is valid in S, for every ordinal r e a^  
there is a 1:1 map f^  from an ordinal w^  e a^  onto 
7^ . Since S e I by the transitivity of L we have 
f^  e L. Hence is countable which is a contradiction. 
Since a^  is uncountable, S contains all the 
countable ordinals of (I, e). Let 
(7) H = U' L_ 
rsGo 
where L^  is Goedel's r-th stage. Clearly H c s s L. 
Since every subset of to in (L, e) can be found in 
some stage of H with a countable index, we conclude that 
every subset of w which is in (L, e) is also in (H, e) 
as well as in (S, e). Hence Pjj(a)) = Pg(m) = P^ (w)* 
Clearly, is the same set in (L, e), (S, e) and (H, e) 
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Prom (7) it follows that lPjj(a))l = and since H £ s 
we see that iPg(w)I = i.e., OH is valid in (S, e), 
as desired. 
It is well-known that the unrestricted scheme 
{x : P(x)} of Comprehension is contradictory [44]. In 
contrast to this the set of all {x : P(x)}, where P(x) 
is a set-theoretic formula (i.e., a formula of I) with one 
free variable x, exists provided x and P(x) are re­
stricted to a given set A. (This is shown in the following 
where all the constructions are carried out in the Goedel's 
model (I, c) of constructible sets. 
LEMMA 4. Given a set A there exists (in ZP) a set 
B such that B = (...,{x ; P(x)},...}^ , i.e., B is the set 
of all definable subsets of A with the defining formulas 
all relativized to A. 
PROOF. Let 
Bq = (A) U A 
B^ 2^ ~ B^  U {{a,b},..., a — b,.#., a x b,..., dom(a), 
..., {(x, y) : (x, y)ea A xey},... 
..., {(y, z, x) : (x, y, 2)23},... 
..., {(y, X, z) ; (x, y, z)ea},... 
..., {(x, z, y) : (x, y, z)ea},...} 
where B^  = (a, b,...}. It can be readily verified that 
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the set 
(8) 1(A) = ( U ) n; P(A) 
new 
Is the desired set B • 
IiBMMA 5. let A be a set. Then there exista a aet 
R(A) given by 
(9) R(A) = (..., {y : (9x)(xea A f(x, y) 
where f(x, y) is a binary predicate functional in x on 
a set a e A, and f is restricted to A. 
PROOF. 5y lemma 4, the set 3 = (.,.,(x : P(x)},...}^  
exists. By theorem scheme of Separation the set 
(x : xeB A (9f)(3a)(f is a function from a into A and 
X = range(f)} 
is the desired set R(A). 
THEOREM 3. Let be a transitive set. Then there is 
a standard transitive model M of ZF such that c M. 
PROOF. For every ordinal v > 1 we define the set 
as follows. Set 
(10) 0 = U IL 
uev 
(11) ly = I(C^ ) 
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(12) My = {Ux : xeC^ } U {P(x) : xeC^ ) U R(Ty) U (w) U w 
where 1,(0^ ) and R(ly) are given as in (8) and (9) and 
Ux and F(x) stand as usual for the Sumset and Powerset 
of X. let 
(13) M = U ML 
veOn * 
Clearly (M, e) is a model for the axioms of Powerset 
and Extensionality. Next we prove that (M, e) is a model 
for the axiom scheme of Replacement. Let P(x, y) be a 
binary predicate functional in x on a set se M. 
Using the fact that the axiom of Replacement is valid in 
(I, e), we can find an ordinal u such that if P(x, y) is 
valid in M for some x e s then y e An application 
of the lowenheim-Skolem theorem [6, p. 82] at this point 
will yield an ordinal w such that FLM <—> PLM .^ But 
then in R(Mgy) there is a set m consisting precisely of 
the mates of every x e s. Thus, m e the axiom 
scheme of Replacement is valid in (M, e) as required. 
lEMMA 6. Let be given as in (12) then is 
transitive. 
PROOF. By assumption is transitive, it suffices 
to show that if is transitive then transitive 
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also, 'JChis will follow if we show My. s But this is 
indeed the case since by (9) the range of the identity . 
function on every element of is an element of 
THEOREM 4. let M'-be as given in (15). Let 
M* = U K. --Where M,, * is given as in (12) and where 
VEOn(L) ^   ^
all the constructions are carried out in M, thon M* = M 
i.e., • 
(14) M = U = U ML = M* 
veOn(L) t veOn(M) 
PROOF. Erom (13) it follows that all the ordinals of 
M are also ordinals of L. If I and M have the same 
ordinals then (14) follows trivially. 
It remains to show (14) when On(M) c On(I). Let a^  
» 
be the first ordinal of L not in M then 
(15) U VL tx U M_ = M' 
veOn(M) -, vea^  
Since M* is a model, from (10), (11) and (12), it follows 
that V 
(16) M " s U »L 
o vea^  ^  
Similarly from (10), (11) and (14), it follows that 
(17) M. = U BL 
o veOn(L) 
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The desired result now follows from (15), (16) and (17). 
COROILARY 1. Let (K, E) be any standard transitive 
model of ZF such that e K* Then M c K. Furthermore, 
If Mg Is countable and On(M) <= Ozi(K) then M e K, and M 
I 
Is countable* 
PROOF# Theorem 4, we have 
(18) U RL = U HC = M 
veOn(K) veOn(M) 
The fact that M £ K follows at once from (18). If 
On(M) c On(K), let a^  be the first ordinal of K not In 
M. But then from (14) and (15) we have M e K. Since 
is countable, by the Lowenhelm-Skolem theorem [11, p. 192] 
there exists a countable transitive submodel (M*, e) of 
(M, E), which by (18) implies that (M, E) is countable. 
REMARK 1. The unique model M described in Theorem 3 
and Corollary 1, is called the minimal model. In order to 
assure the countability of M we had to assume that 
On(M) c On(Ii). It turns out that this assumption is equiv­
alent to the axiom SM which assures the existence of a 
set S which is a standard model of ZF. 
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3. BIJECTIONAI MODELS OF ZF 
In view of Lemma 3 on page 9, no standard transitive 
model of ZF admits nontrivial automorphisms* However, 
if (K,e) is a standard transitive model of ZF then as 
shown below any nontrivial bijeotion can be used to define 
a nonstandard model. 
Let (K,e) be a standard transitive model of ZF and 
let f be a nontrivial bisection from K onto K defina­
ble in (K, e)# We consider the relational system (K, e *), 
where e' is the elementhood relation defined by 
(19) X E* y <—> X e f""^ (y) 
We show that (K,e*) is a model of ZF", i.e., ZF 
minus the axiom of Regularity. We assume that in (K,e) 
distinct constants stand for distinct sets. Thus the axiom 
of extensionality is valid in (K,e»)« In what follows all 
the primed symbols refer to (K,e*) system• 
THEOREM 5. The axiom of Sumset is valid in (K,e*). 
PROOF. Let s e K, consider the set f"^ (s) and the 
binary predicate F(x,y) H (y » f ^ (x)). Clearly F is 
functional in x on f"^ (s). Therefore the set 
A = { y : (xef'^ (s)) A y = f"^ (x) } 
19 
exists in (K,G) and consequently UA exists in (K,e)« 
Furthermore, 
t e* f(UA) <—> t e UA 
<—> (9'x)(x e A) A (t e x) 
<—> (3-y)(y e f~l(s)) A (t e f"^ (y)) 
<--> (9y)(y e*s) A (t G'y) 
<——> te' U * s 
Showing that f(UA) is the Siunset U's of s in (K,e*)* 
THEOREM 6, The axiom of Powerset is valid in (K,e*)* 
PROOF. let s 6 K, Consider the binary predicate 
P(x,y) = (y = f(x))« Clearly P is functional in x on 
P(f"^ (3))« Hence the set 
B = { y : (x e P(f"^ (s)) A y = f(x) } 
exists in (K,6) and since X s. Y <--> f ^ (X) £. f ^ (Y) 
we have 
t e* f(B) <--> t e B 
<—> f"^ (t) c f~^ (s) 
<--> t =,* s 
<—> t c* P*(s) 
Hence f(B) is the powerset P'(s) of s in (K, e')# 
20 
To show that the axiom scheme of Heplaoement is valid 
in (K,G*), we need the following lemma. 
lEMMA 7# For every formula P', there exists a formula 
P such that 
P * ( a ^ t < " " >  P ( a 2 ^ } •   •  y a ^ ) •  
Furthermore, if P* is a binary predicate functional in 
X on a set s then P is a binary predicate functional 
in X on f"^ (s). 
PROOP. We prove the lemma by induction on the degree 
of complexity of Idie formulas. Let P* be atomic, i.e., 
a e' b or xe'a or ae'x or xe»y. Then clearly 
the corresponding P is given by a e f ^ (b) or 
X e f"^ (a) or a e f""^ (x) or x e f~^ (y). 
irext let P» s"ÎG» then by the induction hypothesis 
there exists a formula G such that 
G * ( a 2 , < — >  f f ( a ^ , . . . j a ^ )  
and therefore 
lG*(a2,...,a^ ) <—> lGr(a^ , ...faj^ ) 
Hence P siG is the desired formula. 
A similar argument applies to P* = (&' —> H*)* 
Now, let 
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F'(%!,...,%%) 5 (Vp)G*(p,Xi, 
and assume that 
(KfC*) M F* (a^ y • • • y 
l#e#, 
(K,e*) N G'(p,aj^ ,«,,,aj^ ) for every p e K. 
By the induction hypothesis, there exists a formula G such 
that 
G*(pfa^ f• • • fSjj) <•"•"> Gfppa^ ;####^ )^ 
for every p e K« Thus 
(Vp)G'(p,ai,...,an) <--> (Vp)G(p,ai,...,an) 
let P(x2,...,x^ ) s (Vp)G(p,x^ ,...,Xn). Clearly F satis­
fies the conclusion of the Lemma* 
The above proof also ensures the functionality of F, 
as stated in the conclusion of the lemma. 
THEOREM 7# The axiom scheme of Replacement is valid 
in (K,e*). 
PROOF. let F'(x,y) be a binary predicate functional 
in X on a set s e K« Consider the binary predicate 
F(x,y) functional in x on f"^ (s) in (K,e) mentioned 
in lemma 7. Since the axiom scheme of Replacement is valid 
in (K,e) the set 
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M s= { y : X e A P(x,y) ) 
exista in (K,e)* Furthermore, 
y c » f(M) < -> y G M 
<--> (3x)(x c f"^ (8) A P(x,y)) 
<—> (S-x) (x G* a) A P(x,y) 
showing that the set f(M) is the set of mates of x G' s. 
Consequently the axiom scheme of Replacement is valid in 
(K, G') .  
Thus (K, G ' )  is a model of ZP" as promised* 
REMARK 2. The assumption made at the beginning of this 
section, namely that distinct constants stand for distinct 
sets,, is crucial, for the validity of the axiom of Extension-
ality in (KjG*)« The following counterexample shows'that 
bisections need not preserve Extentionality. This, inci­
dentally also shows that the axiom of Extensionality is 
independent of the rest of the axioms of ZP • 
Let (M,G) be a model of ZP# let (M',c) be the mod­
el resulting from (M, G) ty adjoining a new symbol p 
such that 
(20) p « 0 
(21) p G t <—> G t 
Clearly (M*,e) is a model of ZP. We consider the bijec-
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tion f from M» onto M* given by 
(22) f(p) = 1 
(23) f(l) « P 
(24) f(t) ss t for t 4 p and t 4 1 
Obviously 1 a* 0 but 0 e* p whereas 1 A* p. Hence the 
axiom of Extensionality is not valid in (M*ye*)« 
Recalling the definition p.] of an atom a, i.e., 
a = (a) we prove 
THEOREM 8« There exists a model of ZF" in which 
there is an infinite set A of atoms. 
.1» 
PROOF# let f : K —> K be defined as follows 
(25) f((l)) « if i e 0), i ^  2 
(26) f(i) o (i), i s w, i 2 2 
(27) f(%) « X otherwise. 
Clearly f is a bijection from K onto K. 
Let us consider the model (K, G * )  with e* defined as in 
(19). Prom (19), (25), (26) and (27) it follows that 
2 e» 2 < -> 2 e f"^ (2) = {2} 
3 C» 3 <—> 3 e f"^ (3) = (3) 
and in general -
ri/i' > .. 
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n e' n <—> n e f"^ (n) = {n}, n e (o) - {0,1}) 
TIhus every n e (w - {0,1}) is an atom of (K,e'). 
Since f((w -{0,1})) = (w - {0,1}) we see that 
A ss (o) -{0,1}) is a set of (K,e') with infinitely many 
atoms, as required. 
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4. FORCING IN PERMUTATIONAL MODELS 
Having established the consistency of ZF" with the 
existence of an infinite set A of atoms, we construct 
below a model (V,e) of ZF" + A in which we consider 
the class of all symmetric sets (as defined below). Cor­
responding to that class we introduce a forcing language 
by means of which we prove the independence of the AO 
from ZF" + A. Some motivation for our ideas can be found 
in [4, 20, 22, 43]. 
The model (V,e) is constructed inductively as fol­
lows. 
(28) Vg = A = (@, a^ , 
(29) V = U V if u is a limit ordinal 
weu 
(30) = P(V„) 
and we let 
(31) V = U V 
ueOn ^  
Let p be a permutation of the set A of all atoms. 
We define [p] as follows 
(32) [p] = The set of all permutations of A which 
keep the same set of atoms elementwise 
fixed as does p 
Let P be given by 
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(33) P = {[p] : p is a permutation of A 
keeping finitely many atoms 
fixed) 
We consider the partially ordered set (P, <) where 
< stands for inverse inclusion. 
For any element c of (V,e) and Cp]eP, we let 
Cp](c) = U{h(c) : heCp]} 
let us call a set b of (V,e) symmetric iff 
(34) (}P)([P]6P A [p](b) = b) 
let G be a maximal simply ordered subset of P. 
Based on the set G we define in (V,e) the relation S 
given by 
(35) a S b <—>(a e b) A (îp)(Cp]eG A [p](a) = a) 
For b S V we define 
(36) E = {a : aSb} and b = b if b is an atom 
We call E the last survivor of b, and b a progenitor 
of E. Next let 
(37) = (2 : xSV^ } 
and 
(38) H = U 
ueOn * 
We prove below that (H,e) where H is given as in 
(38) is a model of ZP~. In order to do this we introduce 
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p, suitable forcing language which is an extension of 
ZPC + A with the set of all symmetric sets of V as 
new constants. 
We define our forcing language as follows 
[p] Ih a e b iff (îc)(Jq)(ceb A [q] > [p] A [q](c)=c 
A [p] Ih a = b) 
[p] Ih a = b iff (Vc)[((3q)([q] > [p] A Cq](c)=c) 
—> ((cea —> (Jd)(îh)([h] > [p] A 
[h](d) = d A deb A [p] Ih c = d)) A 
(ceb —> (ed)(g.h)([h] > [p] A Ch](d) 
= d A dea A [p] Ih c = d)))] 
and for any formulae E and F we define 
[p] IhlE iff KCp] Ih E) 
[p] Ih E V P iff ([p] Ih E) V ([p] Ih P) 
[p] Ih (ïx)E(x) iff (^ b)([p] Ih E(b)) 
It must be understood that in the above definitions 
max(rank(a), rank(b)) > 1. For the case where max(rank(a), 
rank(b)) =0 we define 
[p] Ih a e b iff a = b, and [p] Ih a = b iff a = b 
LEMMA 8, If {(%2,...,x^ ) : P(x^ , ...,Xj^ )}, is a class 
of (V,e) then so is {(x^ , ...jX^ )^ : (ïp)([p] Ih P(x^ ,..., 
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PROOF. We observe that in -ttie definition of forcing 
[p] Ih a = b is defined in terms of [p] lh c = d where 
max(rank(c), rank(d)) < max(rank(a), rank(b)). Therefore, 
it follows that if P is a formula of ZFO + A whose 
constants are symmetric sets of V then so is the formula 
(0-p)(Cp] IH from this we see that 
: (}p)([p] lh P(x^ ,...,x^ )} is a class of 
(V,e) as required. 
LEMMA 9. If [p] If- F and [q] > [p] then [q] lh F, 
Moreover there exists [g] e G such that [g] Ih F, 
PROOF. The first assertion is a straightforward con­
sequence of the above definition, and the second of the 
maximality of G. 
LEMMA 10. Let P s ( a = b) then 
(39) H N P iff (3g)([g]GG A [g] Ih P) 
PROOP. We prove Lemma 10 by induction on v = max 
(rank(a), rank(b)). The conclusion of the lemma follows 
trivially in case v = 0. We assume that 
(Vu) (u < V —>(H N P <—> (ïg)([g]GG A [g] Ih P)) 
and show that if rank(a) or rank(b) is equal to v then 
the conclusion of the lemma is true. We have 
(40) H 1= P iff (Vc)((cSa —> (3d)(dSb A 5 = c) ) 
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A (cSb —> (^ )(dSb A 5 = c))) 
By (55), lemma 9 and by the induction hypothesis, since 
max(rank(c), rank(d) ) < v we have 
(41) H N F iff (Vc)(3g)([g]sG A C((îg^ )(Cgi]eG A 
tg;j^ 3(c) = c A cea) —> ((Jd)(^ g2) ([g^ jeG 
A [gglCi) = d A deb A [g] Ih d = c))) V 
(((te3)(CS3]eG A [gylCc) = c A ceb) —> 
((îd)(fe^ )(Cg^ ]eG A [g^ ,](d) = d A dea A 
[gj Ih d = c))) 
iff (3g)([g]eG) A (Vc)C((^ q)(Cq]eG A 
[q](c) = c) —> ((cea —> (-Jd)(^ gg)([gg] 
eG A [ggDfd) = d A deb A [g] Ih d = c)) 
A (ceb —> (^ )(5g^ )(Cg^ ]eG A [g^ ](d) = d 
A dea A [g] Ih d = c)))] 
iff (3g)([g]GG A g Ih P) 
as required. 
lEMMA 11. Let F be any ZPC + A formula then 
(42) H 1= P iff (ig)([gJeG A [g] Ih P) 
PROOF. We prove (43) by induction on the degree of 
complexity of formulas. 
(i) 
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F = (a G b) 
Based on the definition of our forcing we have. 
(43) H 1= P iff (3c)(3g)((geG A Cg](c) = c A ceb 
A c = â) 
iff (3o)(3g)(([g]eG A [g](o) = o A ceb) 
A (3r)([r]GG A [r] lh c = a) 
By lemma 9,(43) becomes 
H 1= F iff (3g)([g]GG A [g] Ih F) 
as required# 
(ii) F s "IE 
Similarly, we have 
(44) H 1= F iff 
iff 
iff 
iff 
as required. 
(iii) 
Again, clearly 
(45) H M F iff 
1(H 1= E) 
1(ïg)(Cg]eG A [g] Ih E) 
(Vg)([g]eG —>l([g] 1= E)) 
(ïg)([g]GG A [g] Ih F) 
iff 
F = (9'X)E 
(eb)(H 1= E(b)) 
(3b)(3g)([g]eG A [g] Ih E(b)) 
as required. 
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(iv) P = (E V Q) 
Again, we have 
(46) H 1= F iff (H f= B) V (H 1= Q) 
iff (3g)([g]GG A [g] Ih F) 
as required. 
The proof of Lemma 11 now follows from (43), (44), 
(45) and (46). 
LEMMA 12. For every symmetric sets a and b and 
every permutation f, if [g]eP then 
[g] IH a = b iff [g] Ih f(a) = f(b) 
PROOF. We show this by induction on r = max(rank(a), 
rank(b)). The conclusion is obvious for r = 0. Next, we 
assume 
(47) (Vr)(r<u —>([g] Ih a = b <—> [g] Ih f(a) = f(b))) 
and we show that if r = u then the conclusion of the lem­
ma holds. We have 
(48) [g] Ih a = b iff (Vc)[((eq)([q] > [g] A Cq](c) 
= c —> ((cea —> (3d)(3h)([h] > 
[g] A [h](d) = d A deb A [g] Ih 
c = d)) A (ceb —> (9d)(^ h)([h] > 
[g] A [h](d) = d A dea A [g] Ih 
0 = d)))] 
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using the induction hypothesis, and the fact that x e y 
iff f(x) e f(y), we see that (48) reduces to 
(49) [g] If- a = b iff (Vo)[((3q)([q] > [g] A [qj(o) 
= c —> ((f(c)ef(a) —> (ed)(eh)([h] 
> [g] A Ch](d) = d A f(d)ef(b) A 
[g] Ih f(c) = f(d))) A (f(c)ef(b) 
—> (ed)(eh)([h] > [g] A ch](d) =, d 
A f(d)ef(a) A [g] IHf(o) = f(d))))3 
iff [g] Ih f(a) = f(b) 
as required. 
THEOREM 9. let p S then the set 
p' = {% : xsVp A (îq)(Cq]eP A [q] If-xep)} 
is symmetric. 
PROOF. Let us assume that p is symmetric under 
[q], i.e., Cq](p) = p. Let he [q], it suffices to show 
that if h(a) = b and [g] II- t = a then [g] 11- h(t) = b. 
But this follows directly from Lemma 12. 
LEMMA 13. Let M = U Mj be a model of ZF such 
ieOn 1 
that u < V implies M^  ^c M^ . Let P(x) = (3y)G(x,y) 
than there is an ordinal r such that 
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(xeA) A (9y)G(x,y) <—> (xeA) A (9y)((yEV^ ) A G(x,y)) 
PROOF» Let be the first ordinal such that there 
is a y with G(x,y) valid in (V,e). Let us define 
H(x,y) s (y = V ) 
X 
Clearly, H(x,y) is a binary predicate functional in x 
on any set. Thus the set 
D = (y : xeA A H(x,y)} 
exists in (y,e)« It is easy to see now that the set US, 
is the desired ordinal r. 
THEOREM 10. Let F be any formula all of whose con­
stants are symmetric sets, then for every symmetric set ff 
T = {x : xeB A (^ g)(Cg3eP A [g] Ih F(x)} 
is a symmetric set. 
PROOF. We prove this Lemma by induction on the degree 
of complexity of the formulas. Assume first that F is 
an atomic formula, i.e., F=aex or F= xea where 
a is symmetric. Furthermore, let us assume that F = x e a 
and let r = max{rank(a), rank(B)} then in view of Lemma 
12, the set 
a* = (x : xeVp A [q] Ih F(x)} 
is a symmetric set. Since B fl a* is symmetric and 
T = B n a* it follows that the conclusion of the theorem 
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Is true in case P = (x e a)• Next we assume that 
F = (a e x). let [q] be such that Cq](B) = B and 
[q](a) = a. We prove that [q](l) = T. It suffices to 
show that if h e [q] and x e T then 
[g] If- a e X iff [g] If- a e h(x) 
We have 
[g] Ih a e X iff (3-0) (if) (Cf3 > [g] A [f](o) = c 
A OCX A [g] Ih a = c) 
iff (3G)(3f)([f] > [g] A Cf](c) = c 
A [g] If- h(a) = h(c)) 
iff [g] If- a G h(x) 
as required. 
Next we assume that P =lE« By our induction hy­
pothesis, the set 
T» = {x : xeB A [g] If- E(x)} 
is symmetric. Since the difference of two symmetric sets 
is symmetric and T = B - T', T is symmetric as required. 
Now we assume that F s (E V Q). By our induction 
hypothesis, idie sets 
= {x : xeB A [g] IH E(x)} 
Tg r= {x : xeB A [g] Ih Q(x)} 
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are symmetric. Since the union of two symmetric sets is 
symmetric and T = U Tg, T is symmetric as required, 
Finally we assume that P = (9y)G(%,y). let r be 
the ordinal whose existence is assured by lemma 13. Since 
Vj, is a symmetric set and products of symmetric sets 
are symmetric, we see that B x is a symmetric set. 
By our induction hypothesis, the set 
E = {(x,y) : (x,y)eB x A [g] Ih G(x,y)} 
is symmetric. Since Dom(E) is a symmetric set and 
T = Dom(E), T is symmetric and the desired result follows. 
It is well-known [^ ] that a transitive almost 
universal class in which the axiom scheme of Separation is 
valid is a model of ZP. Thus we will prove that H as 
given in (38) is a transitive almost universal class in 
which axiom scheme of Separation is valid. The fact that 
H is transitive follows from the observation that if 
X e y e H then x e H because x is clearly a progenitor 
of X. In order to prove that H is almost universal we 
need the following result. 
lEMBlIA 14. let B e V be such that every element b 
of B is an element of H i.e., B = {a, b,...,}. Then 
there exists an element B* of H such that B c B'. 
;• PROOF, let 
35b 
= {y : xeB A y = {h(%) : h is a permutation of A 
keeping finitely many 
atoms fixed}) 
Clearly since axiom scheme of Replacement is valid in V, 
the set exists. It then follows that B» = ÎJ^  exists 
and is the desired set. 
In view of Theorem 10, it follows that H is an almost 
universal class, closed under axiom scheme of Separation. 
Hence (H,e) is a model of ZF" as promised. 
TText we show that AC fails in (H,e) by showing 
that there is no well ordering of the set of all atoms. 
Assume on the contrary, and let [g] e P be such that 
[g] Ih (if)(ir)(f is 1:1 function from an ordinal r onto 
the set A of all atoms) 
but then in view of our definition of forcing it follows 
that there exists a q e [g] such that Cq](f) = f. This 
is impossible, for if we let q e [g] be such that 
qfa^ ) = a^ L with i=l,2,...,n and g leaves a^ 's fixed 
and for some b, q(b) 4 f(b) then the set 
q(f) = {(q(x), q(y)) : xeDom(f) A yeRan(f)} 
is not equal to f. Hence AC is not valid in (H,e), as 
promised. 
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5. A VARIANT OF UNRAMIPIED FORGING 
In this section, we Introduce a variant of unramified 
forcing based on which in section 7 we show the independence 
of the AO from ZP. It is known L12 J that in ZFC it 
cannot be proved that there is a class 0 which is a (inner 
model) model of ZP + lAO. 
One way to sidestep this difficTilty, is to make, say, 
the further assumption SM, i.e., the existence of a set M 
which is a standard transitive model of ZP. Thus in view 
of Corollary 1, page 15, we assume that there is a counta­
ble set M in (L, e) (the Goedel's model of constructible 
sets) such that (M, e) is a model of ZPO. 
Our aim is to adjoin to M a set G e L, to obtain a 
model M[G] of ZPC such that On(M) = On(M[G]). 
Let (P, <) be a partial order, for p e P we define 
[p] = {% : qeP A q < p} 
It can be easily seen that the set T = {[p] : peP} 
satisfies all the requirements of a base for a topology on 
P. 
A subset G of P is called P - generic iff 
i. (Vp)(Vq)((peG A qeG) —> (}r)(r 4 0 A rsG A r < p A 
r < q)) 
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II. (Vp)(Vq)((peG A q > p) —> qeG) 
III. (VD)((D CPA cl(D) = P) --> G n D 4 0) 
As expected elements p and q of the partial order 
(P, <) are called compatible iff they have a nonzero 
lower bound, i.e., c 4^  0 and c < p and o < q. We 
express the fact that p and q are compatible by writing 
p II q. If p and q are not compatible, we say that they 
are incompatible and write P J. q. 
A nonzero element m of the partial order (P, <) is 
called a molecule [A] of P iff x < m and y < m 
imply X and y are compatible, for every nonzero elements 
X and y of P. 
let (P, <, 3^ ) be a partial order with the maximum 
element 1, such that P has no molecule. let G be 
P - generic over M. We define for every ordinal u of M 
(50) +^1 = (x : X a P valued relation whose 
domain is a subset of that 
can be found in M} 
and 
(51) M,. = U HL, for limit ordinal u 
veu 
Finally let 
(52) N = U M_ 
veOn 
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REMARK 2. Clearly s for every ordinal u < v. 
Furthermore, if x e Dom(f) and f e then x e 
Based on the notion of the P - generic set G we 
define in (I, e) the relation R given by 
(53) a R b iff (3g)(geG A (a, g)eb) 
For b e N we define 
E = (â : a R b} 
We call S the value of b and b a name of b. 
Next let 
(54) M^ Cff] = {5E : xeM^ } 
and 
(55) M[G] = U M_[G] 
ueOn ^  
We prove below that (M[G], e), where M[G] is given 
as in (55) is a standard transitive model of ZPO which 
includes M and contains G and is the smallest such model 
In order to do this, we need a new language suitable for 
discussing M[G] in M. This new language customarily is 
called a forcing language, and is an extension of ZFC with 
all the sets of N as its constants. 
Let (^x^ , ...,x^ ) be any formula of ZFC with all 
free variables shown. Let M, P, MEG] be given as above 
and let a^ ,..,,a^  e N, then we say that [p] forces F 
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and write [p] Ih (^a^ ,###,a^ ) iff for every set G 
which is P - generic over M it is the case that 
M[G] N 
Prom the above we see that the notion •[p] Ih P' is 
defined in (I, e) and not yet in (M, e). However, as 
shown below, it can be decided in (M, e) whether or not 
[p] If- P. 
let p e P and let P be any ZPC formula. The 
following five clauses define the notion of [p] Ih P. 
i. [p] Ih a e b iff clj.p^ ({m : meCp] A (3c)(3q) 
((c, q)eb A q > m A [m] Ih a = c)} 
= [p] 
ii. [p] Ih a = b iff (Vr)(¥c)(rHp—> (((c, r)ea 
—> (ol[r]((t : teCr] A (^ q)(^ d)((d, q) 
Gb A q > t A [t] Ih c = d)}) = [r]))) 
A (((c, r)eb —>(cl|.^ j({t : te[r] A 
(is)(3d)((a, q)ea A q > t A [t] Ih c 
= a)}) = [r])))) 
iii. [p] Ih lP  iff (¥h)(he[p] -->lh Ih  P) 
iv. [p] Ih (9'x)P(x) iff : mep A (3b)(m Ih 
P(b))}) = [p] 
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V. [p] H- (F V Q) iff ([p] Ih F) V ([p] Ih Q) 
XiDMMA 15* If {j « « « s F(*****^  * is a 
class of (M, e) then so is : (}p)([p] Ih 
î'(xi> • « * »^ )}* 
PROOF. We observe that in the definition of forcing 
[p] Ih a = b is defined in terms of [p] IH c = d where 
max(rank(o), rank(d)) < max(rank(a), rank(b)). Therefore, 
it follows that if P is a formula of ZFO whose constants 
are names, then so is the formula (3p)([p] IH f(x^,.••,x^)) 
From this, we see that {(x^ ,: (3p)([p] Ih Ffx^ ,..., 
x^ )} is a class of (M, e) as required. 
LEMMA 16. If [p] Ih F and q < p then [q] Ih F. 
PROOF. We prove this lemma by induction on the degree 
of complexity of the formulas. 
i. F s (a e b) 
Let 
A = {m : me[q] A (4o)(3r)((o, r)eb A r > m A Cm] IH 
c = a)} 
It suffices to show [q] £ cl^ gjfA). Assume to the contrary 
and let r e [q] be such that [r] n A = 0. By hypothesis 
[r] n (m : rae[p]  A (3c)(3h ) ( (o ,  h)eb A h > m A [m] IH  a = o}  
= B é d). Let t e B, then it is easily seen that te A. 
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alius [r] n A 4 d), which contradicts our assumption. Hence 
[q] Ih F as required. 
ii. P = (a = b) 
The result in this case follows from the observation 
that if rllq then rllp also. 
iii. F slQ 
The result in this case is a straightforward conse­
quence of the definition of the negation. 
iv. P 5 (5X)Q(X) 
The result in this case follows from the induction 
hypothesis. 
V. P S (E V Q) 
Again the desired result follows from the induction 
hypothesis. 
LEMMA 17. Let P = (a = b) then 
(56) M[G] N P —> (fe)(geG A [g] IH P) 
PROOP. We prove Lemma 17 by induction on v = max 
(rank(a), rank(b)). The conclusion of the lemma follows 
trivially in case v = 0. V/e assume that 
(Vu)(TJ < V —> (M[G] N P —> (3g)(geG A [g] Ih P) 
and show that if rank (a) or rank(b) is equal to v then 
the conclusion of the lemma is true. V/e have 
(57) M[G] k F iff (Vc)((cRa —> (^ d)(dRb A d = o)) 
A(cRb —> (5'd)(dRa A d = c))) 
iff (Vc)( ((^ g^ ) (gj^ eG A (c, g^ )ea) —> 
(3a)((3g2)(g2GG A (d, g2)eb) A 3 = c)) 
A ((3g2)(g2eG A (c, g2)eb) —> (3d)((3g^ ) 
(g^ eG A (d, g^ )ea) A d = c))) 
By the induction hypothesis (57) becomes 
(58) M[G] k P iff (Vo)(((egi)(gieG A (c, Sj^ )ea) —> 
(3a)((3g2)(g2GG A (d, g2)eb) A (Og^ ) 
(ggSG A [gg] Ih c = d))) A ((S'ej)(s^ eG 
A (c, g^ )eb) —> (îd)((ig^ )(g^ eG A (d, 
gy^ )ear) A ((ïggïfggeG A [gg] Ih c = d)))) 
Let g be a common extension of g^ , g2t g^ t g^ , gç 
and gg. Then (58) reduces to 
(59) M[G] 1= F iff (îg)(geG A (Vc)( ((^ q)(q > g A 
(c, q)ea) —> (3d)((3q)(q > g A (d, q) 
eb) A [g] Ihc = d))) A ((3q)(q > g A 
(c, q)eb) —> (3d)((3q)(q > g A (d, q) 
ea) A [g] Ih c = d)))) 
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Next for r < g let 
A = (t : (c, r)ca A teCr] A (^ d)(^ q)((d, q)eb A q > t 
A [t] H- o = d)} 
and 
B =s {t t (c, r)eb A te[r] A (9d)(3q)((d, q)ea A q > t 
A [t] Ik o = d)} 
We show that = [r]. Clearly ol^ g^tA) 
S [r], next let h e [r], in view of (59) we see that [h] 
H' A $ $, verifying that ol^ j^fA) = [r]. Similarly we can 
show that cl[pg(B) = [r]. In view of the above we see that 
M[G] M F —> ()g)(geG A [g] Ih F) as required. 
lEMM 18, Let G be a P - generic set over M« let 
r e G and let A c [r] be such that cl^ j^fA) = [r]. Then 
G n, A 4 
PROOF. let 
B = {p : peP A (Vt)(teA —> pj, t)} 
First we show that the set D = A U B is dense in P i.e., 
cl(D) = P. let q i D, clearly there is an h such that 
h e A and hII (*. Let k be a lower bound of both h and 
q but then since cl^ g^fA) = [r], it follows that [k] A A 
$ (t. Thus [q] Oi A 4 it then follows that every basic 
open set around every element of intersects D. Thus D 
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is dense as required. 
Next we assume that G n A $ 0. Since cl(D) = P it 
follows that G n D 4 0. Since r e G we see that G fl B 
4 (D. Hence G n A :j= 0 as required. 
LEMMA 19# let P be as in Lemma 17, then 
(60) (eg) (gsG A [g] Ih F) —> M[G] f= F 
PROOF. Again we prove this lemma by induction on 
V = max(rank(a), rank(b)). The conclusion of the lemma 
follows trivially for v = 0. Next we assume that 
(Vu) (u < V —> ((3g)(gEG A [g] II- P) —> M[G] (= F) 
and show that if rank(a) or rank(b) is equal to v 
then the conclusion of the lemma is true. Let us assume 
that (c, r) G a with r e G. Let 
A = {t : te[r] A (3q)(}d)((d, q)eb A q > t A [t] |h c = d) 
By Lemma 18 and ii, of the definition of forcing we 
see that G n. A 4= iD. Let h e G n A then since every q 
which is greater than h is an element of G, by our 
induction hypothesis it now follows that 
(c, r) 6 a —> (3d)(3q)(qeG A (d, q)eb A d = c) 
Similarly one can show that 
(c ,  r) e b —> (#)(}q)(qGG A (d,  q)ea A î  = c)  
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Thus 
(Vc)((oRa —> (^ d)(dRb A 3 = c)) A (cRb —> (^ d)(dRa 
A d = ?))) 
and the desired result follows. 
REMARK 3* The following are equivalent 
(i) (VgXeeO 1->T([S] IH P)) 
(61) 
(11) (3g)(ge8 A [g] II-Tr) 
To see that (ii) —> (i), let (ii) "be true and let 
(i) be false, i.e., let (3q)(geG! A Cq] Ih P). Let r be 
a lower bound of g and q, then in view of lemma 16 this 
is a contradiction. 
To see that (i) —> (ii), 'let 
A = (h ; heP A [h] |(- P) 
and 
B = (t : teP A [t] IhlP) 
Clearly A U B is a dense subset of P. Indeed let 
q é (A U B) then 7( [q] Ih^ P) or in view of the definition 
of the negation of forcing iff (•^ h)(he[4] A [h] Ih P). 
Thus heA and [q] 0 (A U B) $ 0. Hence A U B is dense. 
LEMMA 20. Let P be any formula of the forcing lan­
guage, then 
(62) M[G] K P iff (?g)(geG A [g] Ih P) 
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PROOF. We prove (62) by induction on the degree of 
complexity of the formulas. 
(i) P s (a e b) 
Based on (33) and Lemmas 18 and 19 we have: 
(63) M[G] M F iff (îo)(^ g)((geS A (o, g)eb A c = â) 
iff (3c)(3e)((geG A (c, g)Eb) A (Jr) 
(reG A [r] Ih c = a)) 
3y Lemma 16, we see that (63) becomes 
M[G] 1= P iff (Jg)(geG A [g] Ih P) 
and (i) for (62) has been established. 
(ii) P slE 
Again, by the definition of M[G], and the induction 
on the degree of complexity of formulas, and Remark 3, we 
have 
(64) M[G] I? P iff 1(MCG] M E) 
iff l()g)(geG A [g] If- E) 
iff (Vg)(geG -->-T([g] IhE)) 
iff (eg) (gcG A [g] IhlE) 
Iff (eg) (geG A [g] Ih P) 
Thus (62) is established for (ii), 
(iii) P s (E V. Q) 
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Again by the definition of forcing we have. 
(65) M[G]k P iff (M[G] |r E) V (M[G] 1= Q) 
iff (ïq)(qeG A [q] IK E) V (îg)(geG A [g] Ik Q) 
iff (3g)(geG A [g] Ih P) 
as required. 
(iv) P = (^ x)E(x) 
Again we have 
(66) MCG] 1= P iff (3b)(M[G] k= E(b)) 
iff (3t)(3g)(gGG A [g]  II- B(b)) 
which in view of (61) is equivalent to (S-g) (geG A [g] Ih P) 
as required. The proof of Lenuna 20 now follows from (63), 
(64), (65) and (66). 
liEMMA 21. MCG] is a countable set of (L, e) 
PRO OP. Since M is countable in (L, e), it follows 
that N as given in (52) is a countable set of (L, e). 
Next let f : N —> MCG] be defined as follows. For 
every a e N we let f(a) = a. Clearly f is an onto 
function, showing that MCG] is a countable set of (L, e) 
as required. 
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LEMMA 22. For every set G which is P - generic over 
M it is the case that M c M[G]. 
PROOF. let a e M and let us define by recursion 
a, as follows, a = {(x, 1) : xeaj. Clearly a e N and 
Â = a, showing that a E M[G] as required. 
LEMMA 23. Let M[G] be as given in (55)» then M[G] 
is a transitive set of (L, e). 
PROOF. Let â e M[G] and x e a. Since â = (y : yRa} 
it follows that x = y for some y R a, showing that y is 
a name for the value x. ïhus x e M[G] as required. 
LEMMA 24. For every set G which is P - generic 
over M it is the case that G e M[G]. 
PROOF. Let Q = {(£» p) : peP}, where £ is defined 
as in Lemma 22. It follows easily from (53) that Q = G. 
Thus G e M[G] as required. 
LEMMA 25. Let M[G] be given as in (55). Let (K, e) 
be any standard transitive model with G e K and M c K. 
Then M[G] c K. 
PROOF. Since G e K, it follows that (53) can be 
defined in (K, e). From this it follows that if a e N, 
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then a e K and a e K, showing that M[G] <= k as required 
Next we show that M[G] is a model of ZP. The fact 
that the axiom of Extensionality is valid in M[G], follows 
from lemma 23 (every transitive class is a model of Exten­
sionality). The axiom of Infinity is valid in M[G], 
because it is valid in (M, e). The axiom of Regularity is 
valid in MEG], "because it is valid in (I, e) • Next we 
proceed to show that the remaining axioms of ZF are valid 
in M[G]. 
THEOREM 11. let MEG] be as given in (55), then the 
axiom of Sumset is valid in MEG], 
PROOF. let Â e MEG], gy Lemma 15» the set 
B = {(x, p) Î (x, p)eDom(UDom(A)) x P A Ep] Ik Oy) 
(yeA A xey)} 
exists. Since 
i 6 t iff (îg)(geG A (t, g)eB) 
iff (îg)(geG A Eg] IH (^ y)(yeA A tey) 
iff MEG] 1= (iy) (yeA A tey) 
iff t e UÂ 
showing that B is the Sumset of A in MEG]. 
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THEOREM 12 let M[G] be as given in (55)> then the 
axiom of Bowers et is valid in M[G]. 
PROOF. Let Â e M[G]. By (52) A e for some 
ordinal u. By lemma 15 again, the set 
B = ((x, p) : (x, p)e(My+2 x P) A [p] II- x c A} 
exists. We show that if C £ Â then there is a 5 e B 
such iiiat Ô = D. let 
D = ((x, p) : (x, p)e(M^  x P) A [p] Ih xeC} 
It can be easily seen that D e Furthermore, D g Â. 
Next we show that D = Ô. Clearly D c ô, on the other hand 
if Î e C then t e Â. Hence there is a y G with 
y = t, but then y c 5 thus 9 s D. Hence D = C and 
B is the power set of Â in M[G], showing that the Power-
set axiom is valid in M[G], 
THEOREM 13. Let M[G] be as given in (55), then the 
axiom scheme of Replacement is valid in M[G]. 
PROOF. Let P(x, y) be a binary predicate functional 
in X on a set Â e M[G]. Let 
H(x, y) = (xeA A (^ y)( y is of minimum rank A 
(3p)([p] II- F(x, y))) 
Clearly H is a binary predicate functional in x on 
the set A in (M, e). Since the axiom scheme of Replace-
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ment: is .valid in (M, e), the set 
3) = {y : xeA A H(x, y)} 
exists. Let u = 3up{r : yeD A r = rank(y)}. Let 
B = {(y, p) : (y, p)G(My x P) A [p] (h xeA A P(x, y)} 
Clearly the set B exists# Furthermore, 
Ï e B iff (3g)(geG A (t, g) e B) 
iff (îg)(geG A [g] Ih (xeA A P(x, t))) 
iff M[G] 1= (xeA A P(x, ?)) 
showing that B is the set of the mates of elements of A 
under F(x, y). Hence the axiom scheme of Replacement is 
valid in M[G]. 
In view of the Theorems 11, 12, and 13, it follows that 
M[G] is a model of ZP as promised. Next we show that AC 
is valid in M[G]. 
THEOREM 14. Let M[G] be as given in (55), then AO 
is valid in M[G]. 
PROOF. Let Â e M[G] and let 
A = {(a, Pj), (a, gj), (h, g^ ), (o, 
Let 
Dom(A) = (a, b, c, d,...,} 
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Since AC is valid in (M, e), there is an ordinal 
V e M and a 1 : I- function f e M from v onto Dom(A). 
Let 
f = {(Of Ô')» (hj 1), (Cj 2)j (d, 3)**#*;} 
Next for every r e Dom(A) let 
8p = (p : peP A (r, p)eA} 
Based on f and let 
g = {{({0}, 1), ({({a}, 1), ({0}, 1)}, 1)) X 8%,...,} 
Let f = Ug. Clearly h = f* is a function in M[G] from 
the subset 3)om(f') of v onto Â. Since ])om(7') is 
isomorphic to an ordinal w, under, say, the isomorphism k, 
it follows that the function f o k induces a well ordering 
on S. Thus the axiom of Choice is valid in M[G]. 
Finally we show that both models (M, e) and (M[G],e) 
have the same ordinals. 
THEOREM 15. Let M[G] be as given in (55), then 
(M[G], e) has the same ordinals as (M, e). 
PROOF. It suffices to show that if v is an ordinal 
of M[G], then v is an ordinal of M. Assume that 
V e M[G] and let n be a name for v. Clearly rank(n) > 
rank(v), and since n e M it follows that v e M, as re­
quired. 
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REMARK 4. Prom lemmas 21, 22, 23» 24, 25 and Theorems 
11, 12, 13, 14, 15 it follows that M[G] is the smallest 
transitive extension of M, such that M[G] is a model of 
ZFC having G as a set, and having the same ordinals as 
M does. 
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6. FORCING VIA COMPATIBILITY 
We refer to the notions and notations established In 
Section 5* For a, b e N It seems natural to define 
p Ih a E b iff (¥h)(h<p —> (^ c) (Jq) (q ||h A (c, q)eb 
A p Ih a ss c) 
where p M- a = o is defined appropriately. 
However, the following indicates that, it may be the 
case that p If-11 (a e b) but "1 (p Ih a e b)* 
Let P = ((p, p), (t, p), (t, t), (h, p), (h, h)) and 
b = ((c, t), (a, h)) 
a = ((2, p), (2, h)} 
c = {(2, t)) 
Clearly, p Ih 11 (a e b) but "1 (p Ih a e b). 
On the other hand, if we define the notion of forcing 
by the following clauses, it will turn out that p Ih a e b 
iff p Ih 11(a e b) and the Truth Lemma 20, on page 45 
remains valid. 
(67) p Ih a e b iff (Vh)(h<p —> (^c) (^ m^ ) (^ q>m) 
((c, q)Eb Am Ih a = c)) 
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(68) p Ik a = b iff (¥h)(h<p —> (^ t)(t<h A (Vm)(m<t 
--> l(9c)(m II— ((oca A cib) V 
(ceb A céa)))))) 
(69) p IhlP iff (4Ai)(h<p —> 1 (h Ih P)) 
(70) p Ih (^ x)P(x) iff (Vh)(h<p —> ()m)(n^  A 
(eb)(m If- P(b))) 
and finally for any formulas E and Q vie define 
(71) p Ih (E V Q) iff (p Ih 13) V (p Ih Q) 
As in Section 5, the seeming circularities in (67) 
and (68) are removed via (69) by the reduction of the ranks 
of a and b in the definition of p |h a e b» 
The motivation in (68), as expected, is the fact that 
in %P we have 
a = b iff (Vx)(xea <—> xeb) 
iff 1(^ x)((xea A xib) V (xeb A xéa)) 
which yields (68) in view of (69) and (70). 
As shown below (68) can be stated equivalently in a 
simpler form. However,.first we prove 
IMMA 26. (BefInability). If ((3% %) ; 
• »Xu)) Is.a olaas then ao la . Op)(p ||-
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^(*2' • * • ) • 
PROOF. The above clearly follows from the fact that in 
view of (67) to (71), forcing is defined for every formula 
of our forcing language. 
LEMî,îA 27. (Extension) 
(72) (p Ih F A q < p) —> q Ih F 
PROOF. Since in (68), (69) and (70) all the definitions 
start with (Vh)(h<p ... ). The conclusion of the Lemma 
follows trivially. 
LEMT'IA 28. (68) is equivalent to 
(73) p IH a = b iff (Vh)(h<p —>-1()o)(h Ih ((cea A 
cib) V (cia A ceb)))) 
PROOF. First we prove that (68) —> (73). Assume on 
the contrary and let (68) be true and (73) be false. Then 
there exists h < p such that (3c)(h Ih P(c)) where P(c) 
stands for the scope of (3c)(h Ih . But then by Lemma 27 
this contradicts (68). 
Next we show that (73) —> (68). Assume on the 
contrary and let (73) be true and (68) be false. Then 
(3h)(h<p A (¥t)(t<h —> (3m)(m<t A (3c)(m |h P(c))))) 
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which contradicts (73)• Thus Lemma 26 is proved. 
THEOREM 16. With forcing defined by (67) to (71), for 
every formula F of the forcing language we have; 
(74) p Ih F iff p Ih TIP 
FROOP, We consider several cases 
(i) P 5 (a = b) 
îtom (69) we have 
p II- 11 (a = b) iff (¥h)(h<p —> (gm) (n^  A m If-
(a = b))) 
We first show that p II- 11 (a = b) —> p IH a = b. 
Let us assume on the contrary that there exists h < p and 
there exists o such that h Ih ((cea A céb) V (céa A ceb)) 
However, by the hypothesis and Lemma (27) no such h exists 
Hence p Ih a s c. 
Next we show that p Ih a = b —> p Ih 11 (a = b). Let 
us assume on the contrary that there exists h < p such that 
for all m < h it is the case that 1 (m Ih a = b). But 
this in view of the hypothesis and Lemma 27 is a 
contradiction. Thus (74) is established for (1). 
(ii) P = a e b 
Again, from (69) we have 
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p Ih n (a e b) iff (Vh) (h<p —> (3m) (m^  A 
m Ih a e b)) 
We first show that p Ik 11 (a e b) —> p ih a e b« Let 
h < p then by hypothesis ()m) (n^  A (Vt)(t<m —> (Jc)(§n<t) 
(3q^ )((c, q)cb An IH a = o))). From this by (67) it 
follows that p Ih a e b* 
Next we show that p Ih a e b —> p lh"I1(a e b). Let 
us assume on the contrary that there exists h < p such 
that for all m < h it is the case that 1 (m Ih a e b) • 
but this in view of the hypothesis and Lemma 27 is a 
contradiction. Thus (74) is established for (ii). 
(iii) PslQ 
Again, from (69) we have 
plhllF iff (Vh)(h<p —>l(h II-HQ)) 
Now invoking proof by the induction on the degree of 
complexity of formulas, the above reduces to 
p Ih n P iff (Vh)(h<p —>"|(h Ih Q)) 
iff p Ih P 
Thus (74) is established for (iii), 
(iv) P 5 (3x)Q(x) 
Again, from (69) we have. 
p Ih IIP iff (Vh)(h<p —> (3m)(m^  Am Ih P)) 
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We first show that p Ih 11P —> p Ih P. let ue assume 
on the contrary that there exists h < p such that for all 
m < h, it is the case that 1()b)(m Ih P(b)). However, by 
hypothesis, we have (§m)(m^  A (¥t)(tjCn —> (5n)(n<t A ()b) 
(n Ih P(b))))). Thus n <h and n |h P(b) contradicting 
our assumption. 
Hence p Ih 11P —> p Ih P. 
Next we show that p Ih P —> p Ih IIP, let us assume 
on the contrary that there exists h < p such that for all 
m < h it is the case that 1 (m |h* P) • But this in view of 
'the hypothesis and Lemma 27, is a contradiction. 
Thus (74) is established for (iv). 
Finally for any formulas E and Q let 
(v) P s (E V Q) 
Prom (71), we have. 
p IhllP iff P Ih niE VllQ) 
iff P IhllE V p Ih 17q 
iff P Ih E V p Ih Q 
iff P Ih (E V Q) 
iff P Ih P 
Prom the above we see that for any formula P, it is 
case that P Ih P iff P Ih 11P and Theorem 16 is 
proved# 
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let FCx^ t•••f3c^ ) be a formula of the set-theoretical 
language L, with all its free variables shown* Let 
*1#® I"*: 1= expected that M[G] I P(aj^,,«.,9^.) ; 
iff there exists g e G such that g Ik F(a^ ,•••,a^ ). 
The above is indeed the case as shown by Theorem 17 
below (usually referred to as the * Truth Lemma *)• 
First however, we make some preliminary remarks. 
REMARK 5* Let P be any formula of L, Then by (67) 
to (71) it follows that no p forces P and IP. On the 
other hand, .there exists q < p such that q lh P or 
q in P. Moreover, given a formula P there exists g e G 
ouch that g IH P or g 11-1 P. 
THEOREM 17, Let P be a formula of L. Then 
(75) M[G] 1= P iff (Îg)(ge0 A g lh P) 
PROOP. We prove this theorem by induction on the 
degree of complexity of the formulas : 
(i) P 5 (a = b) 
We first show M[G] lh P iff (9g)(gEG A g lh a = b). 
We prove this result by induction on v s max(rank(a), rank 
(b)). The conclusion follows trivially for v = 0. We 
assume that 
(Vu)(u<v —> (MCG] k P <—> (3g)(geG A g lh P) 
rtii' 
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and show that if rank(a) or rank(b) la equal to v then 
therooncluaion-ls'-true* 'We have (55) 
(76) M[G] *= P iff K3'c)((ceâ A ciB) V (cia A ôeS)) 
Clearly 
(77) MCG] N 5 c 5 iff (Jd)(^ g)(geG A (d, g)ea A 
a = Ô) 
By the induction hypothesis (77) becomes 
(78) MCG] N c e 5 iff (^ d)(}g)(geG A (d, g)ea A 
(eh)(hEG Ah Ik o = d) 
Let r be a common extension of both g and h. Then (78) 
reduces to 
(79) MCG] 1= 5 G â iff (?r)(reG A (îq)(q>r A (d, q) 
ea A r Ih c s d)) 
In view of (67), we see that (79) becomes 
(80) MCG] G e & iff (ig) (gcG A g lh c e a) 
Clearly in view of (80) we ee* that (76) becomes 
(81) MCG] N F iff K)o)((()g^ )(g^ EG A g^  lh cea) A 
 ^ ceb)) V 
(l()g^ )(g^ GG A g^  lh cea) A (Jg^ ) 
(g^ cG A g^  lh oeb))) 
Let r e G be a common extension of g^ , gg, gy g^ « 
One can readily verify that (81) yields 
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M[@] 1= P iff n(}o)(er)(rcG A r If- P(c)) 
where F(o) = ((oca A oéb) V (cia A ceb)). 
One can check that the above Is equivalent to 
M[G] N P Iff (Vr)(rcG —>1(3'o)(r ||-P(c))) 
Let 
(82) (¥r)(reG —>~f(^ c)(r If- P(c))) 
and 
(83) (^ r)(reG A (¥h)(h<r —>"l(5o)(h If- P(c))) 
To complete the protff It suffices to show that 
(82) <—> (83). First we show that (83) —> (82) 
Assume on the contrary, and let (83) be true but (82) be 
false. I.e., (^ r)(reG A (9o)(r IK P(c))) which, letting 
h = r In (83) yields a contradiction. 
Next we show that (82) —> (83), Assume on the 
contrary, and let (82) be true but (83) be false, I.e., 
(84) (Vr)(reG) —> (^ h) (h<r A (3o)( h \\r P(c))) 
Let 
A = (h ; heP A (3o)(h Ih P(c))) 
and 
B = (t : (Vh) (heA —> hjt)) 
A U B Is a dense subset of P, because If p é P and 
p 4 (A U B) then for some h e A It Is the case that hIIp. 
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Let m be a lower bound of both h and p# Clearly in 
view of Lemma 27» it follows that m c A, and since m < p 
we see that A U B is dense in F* 
However, from the above it also follows that G Ai A = $ 
because of (82). Moreover, G A B = () because if not, 
for some t e G fl B it would follow from (84) that for 
some h < t it is the case that ()o)(b If- P(c)). Thus 
h e A and t h and h < t, which is a contradiction. 
But since A U B is dense in F we see that G A A 
* and 0 m B * '& . la & contradiction, implying that 
our assumption is false and therefore (82) —> (83). Thus 
(75) is established for (i). 
(ii) P s (a e b) 
Based on (55) and (i) we have. 
(85) MCG] l=P iff (}o)(te)((gcG A (o, g)€b A c = â) 
iff (^ c)(Jg)((geG A (c, g)eb) A (Jr) 
(reG A r |H c « a)) 
Let q be a common extension of g and r, then by 
Lemma 27 and (67) we see that (85) becomes 
MCG] k P iff (5<l)(qeG A q II- P) 
Thus» (75) is established for (ii). 
(iii) P s CIE) 
-..  
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Again, by (5$) and by the induction on the degree of 
complexity of the formulas, we-have 
(86) M[G] J» P iff KMCG] k E) 
iff 1  ( H )  (geff A g H- E) 
iff (Vg)(geG —>T(g Ih B)) 
and by Remark 51 > we see that (86) becomes 
M[G] N F iff (eg) (geG A g Ih P) 
(Chus, (75) is established for (iii), 
(iv) P s (E V Q) 
Again, by (55) and by tiie induction on the degree 
of complexity of the formulas, we have 
(87) M[0] N P iff (M[G] N E) V (M[G] N Q) 
iff (eh)(heG A h Ih B) V (et)(teG A 
t II- Q) 
and letting g be a common extension of h and t^  (87) 
becomes 
MCG] 1= P iff (eg)(geG A g IH P) 
Thus, (75) is established for (iv). 
Finally we consider 
(v) P = (ex)3(x) 
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By (55) and by the induction on the degree of complex­
ity of the formulas, we have 
(88) M[G] 1= F iff (3b)(M[G] 1= E(b)) 
iff (ib)(§g)(geG A g IhE(b)) 
iff (^ g)(geG A ()b)(g l|-E(b))) 
We show that (70) is equivalent to the above, i.e., we 
show 
(89) (eg)(gcG A (eb)(g Ih B(b))) iff 
(90) (¥h)(h^ eG —> (9m)((m4i) A (}b)(m Ik E(b)))) 
Clearly by lemma 27 we have (89) -->(90). let 
A « {h I heP A (Jb)(h lh E(b))} 
and 
B a (t t (Vh)(heA —> hj_t)} 
Clearly A U B is dense in F. Indeed, let q 4 ( A U  
B) then q II h for some h e A. Let r be a lower bound 
of both q and h, then clearly r e A implying that 
(A U B) is dense in F. 
We show that (90) —> (89)# Rrom the above it follows 
that G H: (A U B) 4 0. If G H A $ 0 then trivially (89) 
is true. On the other hand we observe that G n A = 0 
yields a contradiction. Indeed, if G OiA = @ then G n B 4 
d. Let te (G n B) and let r be a lower bound of t 
and g, then by (90) we see that •Jm < r eind (•^ b)(m |i-
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£(b))« But m < t contradicts the fact that t J[ m. Thus 
(75) ia established for (v). 
The proof of Theorem 17 now follows from the proofs of 
(i) to (v). 
Since ( 3 3 )  and (55), have the same meaning as in Section 
3f it follows that Lemmas 21, 22» 23» 24» 25 remain valid, 
i.e., M[G] is the smallest transitive extension of M, 
Again, the axiom of Sztensionality is valid in M[G] 
because M[G] is a transitive set. .The axiom of Infinity 
is valid in M[G] because M c M[G] and M is a model of 
Infinity. The axiom of Regularity is valid in M[G] 
because it is valid in (L, e). Next we proceed to show 
that the remaining axioms of ZF are valid in M[G]. 
THEOREM 18. Let M[G] be as given in (55), then the 
axiom of Sumset is valid in M[G]. 
PROOF. Let Â e M[G]. By Lemma 26, the set 
B B {(x, p) : (x, p)epom(UDom(A)) x P A p Ih (3y) 
(yeA A xey)} 
exists. The rest of the proof is similar to that of 
Theorem 11 on page 49# 
THEOREM 19. Let M[G] be as given in (55), then the 
axiom, of Powers et is valid in M[G]. 
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PROOF. let Z e M[G]. By (52), we see that A e 
for some ordinal u« By Lemma 26 again, the set 
B = {(%,  p)  :  (Xj  X P) A p If x c A) 
exists. We show that if 3 c Â. then there is a S e B 
suoh that Ô = D. Let 
D = {(x, p) : (x, p)G(M^  ^X P) A p Ih xeO) 
It can be easily seen that D e rest of the 
proof is similar to that of Theorem 12 on page 50. 
THEOREM 20. Let M[G] be as given in (55), then the 
axiom scheme of Replacement is valid in M[G]. 
PROOF. Let F(x, y) be a binary predicate functional 
in X on a set A e M[G]. Let 
H(x, y) = (xcA A (iy) (y is of minimum rank A 
(9p)(p II- F(x, y))) 
Clearly H is a binary predicate functional in x on 
the set A in (M, e). Since the axiom scheme of Replace­
ment is valid in (M, e), the set 
D = (y * xcA A H(x, y)) 
exists. Let 
u = BUp{r : yeD A r = rank(y)) 
and let 
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B = {(y, p) : (y, p)e(M^  x P) A p Ih xeA A F(x, y)} 
• Clearly the set B exists. The rest of the proof 
is similar to that of Theorem 13 on page 50. 
THEOREM 21. let M[G] be as given in (55), then AC 
is valid in M[G]. 
PROOF. Same as that of Theorem 14 on page 51. 
THEOREM 22. let M[G] be as given in (55), then 
(M[G], e) has the same ordinals as (M, e). 
PROOF. Same as that of Theorem 15 on page 52. 
REMARK 5# From Theorems 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, it 
follows that M[G] is the smallest transitive extension of 
M, suoh that M[G] is a model of ZFC having G as a set 
and having the same ordinals as M does. 
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7. HEREDITARILY SYMMBIERIC SETS IN 
GENERIC EXTENSIONS AND THE 
INDEPENDENCE OP AC IROM ZF 
In this Section y we construct a submodel (H, c) of a 
generic extension (M[G], e) of Cohen*s minimal model 
(M, e), using hereditarily symmetric names of (M, e)» We 
show that (H, e) is a model of ZF +"lAC. 
In M, we consider the partially ordered set (P, <) 
where P is the set of all finite functions from w % w 
into (0, 1), and < is taken as usual to be functional 
extension. 
Clearly, (P, <) is nonmoleoular# let G be a 
P - generic set over M. As is well known UG is a function 
from ft) X 0) onto (0, 1), as shown below 
5 -> 
4 -> 
3 -> 
2 -> 
1 -> 
0< —> 
10 —I 
1 
1 -, 
0 
1_ 
0 
1 — 1  
1 __ 
0 
1 
0 
1 _ 
1 _ 
0 -4 
0 —#1 —• 
1 —*0 —«0 —_ 
1 2^ *3 "^ 4 
0 -
0 _ 
1 _ 
0 _ 
U 
0 
.0 
,0 
Xn Xo X, X„ Xc Xg 
—. 0 —#1 
1 -il 
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LEMMA 29. For every i e eo let (UOj^ )(n) » (UG)(i,n) 
and let (UG^ )(n) = (uG)(n,l). Then 
(91) (UGF^) 4I (UGj) for 1 4 JY 1, J e w 
(92) (UQ^ ) 4 (UoJ) for i 4 j. 1, j c w 
Moreover, (UQ^ ) é M and (UG^ ) é M for every 1 e w, 
PROOF. Pirat we prove (91)* let 
j = fp : pcPA (Jn)(n e w A (1, n) e Dom(p) A 
(j, n) e Dom(p) A p(l, n) 4 p(j, n))) 
Clearly, is a dense subset of P. Thus G A j 4 0. 
Let q e G n D^ j^, since UG is an extension of q it 
follows that (UG)(i,n) 4 (UG)(j,n) and consequently 
(UG^ ) 4 (UGj). 
Similarly, we» can prove (92). Next we show that 
(uq^ ) é M. Itor any function h e M from w onto (0, 1} 
let 
a (p : p e P A (3'n)(n e w A h(n) $ p(i, n)} , 
Clearly, is a dense subset of P. Thus G n 
Let q e G n since UG is an extension of q, it 
follows that (uG)(i,n) $ h(n) and consequently UG^  4= h. 
Thus, UGj^   ^M. 
Similarly we can show that UG^  i M. 
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Next, let us consider a permutation z of w onto o)^  
say given by 
(0  1  2  3  4  5  6  . . .  3 6 0 2 7 8 1 ... 
We define the effect of z on an element p of P 
as follows. If p « ((0, 3, 1)» (5, 9, 1), (2, 2, 1)) 
then z(p) • f(3f 3, 1)# (8, 9» 1)* (0$ 2* 1))# i.e.* z(p) 
is obtained from p by changing only the first coordinates 
of the elements of p according to the dictates of z. 
We define the effect of z on an element s of M 
in an obvious way and as follows. Let 
0 = {5, (6, 3), ((2, 3, 1), 2), {(3, 2, 9), (5, 6))) 
then 
z(a) « {5, (6, 3),((0, 3, D, 2}, ((2, 2, 9), (5, 6)}) 
A set s of M is called symmetric iff there exists 
a natural number n, say, 4- such that for every permutation 
z* which leaves the first ,n natural numbers, say, 0, 1, 
2, 3 fixed, i.e., 
I' ' I \0 1 2 3 / 
we have z*(a) = s. 
A set s of M is called hereditarily aymmetric iff 
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every element of every element of every element ... of s 
is symmetric. 
Eor every ordinal u € M let be the set of all 
the hereditarily symmetric sets of defined by (50) 
and (51), i.e., 
(93) a (x 8 X e * is hereditarily 
symmetric) 
and 
(94) = (x : X e and x is hereditarily 
symmetric) 
for u a limit ordinal of M. 
THEOREM 23. Let be given as in (93) or (94) 
then 
(95) H = U BL 
ucOn * 
is a model of ZF, 
PROOP# In view of [J] it suffices to show that H 
is closed under the Eight Goedel's operations and that 
(H, e) is an almost universal, transitive class of 
First we show that if Â and S are elements of H 
then so is their unordered pair (A, B). Since A, B etre 
hereditarily symmetric names, then so is the set 
{(A, 1), (B, 1)} but then (Â, B) « I(A, 1), {B, iff. 
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Hence (Â, B) G H as required. 
Next we show that If Â and B are elements of H 
then so is A->rB« First however, we show that if A is 
hereditarily symmetric set, then so is the set 
(96) A* = ((x, h) : (x, h) e X P A h Ih X e A) 
where A e and is the set of all hereditarily 
symmetric elements of Since A is symmetric, there 
is a natural number n such that for every permutation z 
which leaves the first n natural numbers fixed we have, 
z(A) = A. It is easy to see that h Ik x e A iff 
z(h) II- z(x) e z(A) and if x e then z(x) e From 
the above observation it follows that z(A*) = A*, showing 
that A* is a hereditarily symmetric name. Similarly, we 
can show that if B e then 
(97) B* = {(x, h) : (x, h) e N^ . x P A h If- x e B} 
where r = max(u, w}, is a hereditarily symmetric name of M. 
Since A* and B* are hereditarily symmetric names, 
it can be easily shown that A' - B' is a hereditarily 
symmetric name too. Clearly Â* = Â and B* = B. Since 
\ z k iff ()x) (x c Nj, A g Ih X e A) for some g c 0, it 
follows from (96) and (97) that (A* - B*) -= - B' = Â - B 
Hence Â - B e H as required. 
Next we show that if X and S are elements of H, 
then so is Â x B • 
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Since A and B are hereditarily symmetric names, 
the set 
T = {{((a,l)}{l), ({(a,l), (b,l)}, 1)} : (a, b) e A x B} 
is hereditarily symmetric. Clearly, ? = Â % B. Oius, 
Â X B e H as required. 
Next, we show that if Â and B are elements of H, 
then so is the set 
E = ((x, y) : (x, y) e (Â x B) and x e y} 
Let 
C = {((x,y),h) e Bom(A) x Bom(B) : h Ih x s y) 
Clearly C is a hereditarily symmetric name with 
Ô = E. Thus E e H as required. 
Next, we show that if Â E, H, then Dom(Â) e H. let 
A* = {((x, y), h) e A X P : h Ih x e y} 
Clearly A* is a hereditarily symmetric name with Dom(I) = 
Â*. Thus, Dom(Â) e H as required. 
Finally, we show that if Â e H, then so are the sets 
= {(q, t, p) : (p, q, t) e Â) 
Ag = {(t, q, p) : (p, q, t) e 1} 
A^  = {(p, t, q) : (p, q, t) e Â} 
Let A e N^ , we show that A^  e H. Let 
= {((q, t, p), h) : ((q, t, p), h) e x P 
A h Ih (p, q, t) e A} 
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Since A la a hereditarily aymmetrlc name. It follows that 
la a hereditarily symmetrlo name as well, and by the * 
Truth Lemma it follows that m showing that A^  c H 
as required. 
Next we show that H is a transitive class of M[G]. 
Let X E y e H. Since x c y it follows that (3t)(tcy A 
X = f) showing that x e H as required. 
Finally, we show that (H, e) is almost universal. Let 
1 c M[G] be such that every element bel is an element 
of H i.e.. Be {si, E, Ô,where a, b, c,... are 
hereditarily symmetric names. We show that there exists an 
element B* of H such that B c B*. Let B c where 
is the set of all the hereditarily symmetric names of 
M of rank u. Clearly the set == {(x, 1) : x c N^ } 
is a hereditarily symmetric name of M and it follows that 
1 c s^howing that (H, e) is almost universal as required. 
Hence (H, e) is a model of ZF, as promised. 
Let 
(98) = ((1# P) » i e tt) A p e P A p(i, j) « 1} 
(99) = U{xJ :T j e w) 
(100) X = {.(X^ i 1) : i e w) 
Clearly X is a hereditarily symmetric name of M. 
We show that in (H, c) there is no one-to-one mapping P 
from 0) into X. 
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Assume on the contrary and let ? be such a mapping. 
Since F is hereditarily symmetric, it follows that 
there exists a natural number n such that for every 
permutation z which leaves the first n natural numbers 
fixed, we have z(P) = P. let k be a natural number 
etrictly greater'than n. By our assumption there exists 
p e P such that 
p Ih P(i) m Xjç for some lew 
Let m be a natural number strictly greater than n and 
different from both k and any of the first coordinates 
of the elements of p. 
Finally let us consider the permutation 
y....... k ... m .... \ 
w I I 
\....... m ... k ..../ 
It can be readily shown that 
w(p) lhw(P(i)) a «r(Xj^ ) 
It can be easily shown that w(Xj^ ) = in view 
of the above it follows that 
w(p) Ih F(l) « Xj, 
It is also easy to verify that the elements p and w(p) 
have a common extension q# Thus q Ih P(i) = 3^  and 
q H- F(i) = Xjç, which is a contradiction. Thus, our 
assumption is false and AC fails in (H, e), as required. 
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8. MARTIN'S AXIOM 
Martin's Axiom (MA) asserts the existence of certain 
filters P of a poset (P, <) which intersect a given 
list : i e k} of dense subsets of (P, <). 
Clearly if : i e o)} is a given list of dense 
subsets of a poset (P, <) then the filter generated by. 
{ d o ,  d ^ , . . . , }  w h e r e  d ^ ^ ^  <  e  f o r  e v e r y  l e w  
is the desired set F. However, if {D^  : i e k} is 
such that the cardinal k > o) then the existence of F 
cannot be proved in general within ZF» In this case an 
additional axiom (such as Martin's Axiom) is needed which 
will ensure the existence of F for certain posets and 
certain lists of their dense subsets. 
A poset (P, <) is said to satisfy c.i.c. (in 
the literature is known as c.c.c,) iff any set of 
pairwise incompatible elements of (P, <) is countable, 
MARTIN'S AXIOM : Let (P, <) be a c.i.c. poset 
and : i e k}, k < 2^  be a list of dense subset» of 
(P, <). Then there exists a filter F such that F 
intersects every D^ . 
D. A. Martin and R. M. Solovay proved .in [19] that 
the axiom system ZFC + MA +10H is relatively consistent, 
i.e., if ZFC is consistent, then at remains consistent 
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if we add MA + lOH. Their proof required a considerable 
extension of the technique of forcing developed in Section 5 
We show that the two conditions mentioned in the above 
axiom are needed for the conclusion of the axiom as the 
following two examples indicate. 
EXAMPLE 1. let (M, e) be a model for ZP such that 
2^  > let P be the set of all functions from finite 
subsets of (0 into We make P into a partial order 
(P, <) by requiring p < q if p is an extension of q. 
Clearly the subset A = {{(0, 1)}, {(0, 2)},.».,{(0, w^ )}, 
of P, consists of pairwise incompatible elements. 
Thus, (P, <) does not satisfy the c.i.c. condition. Let 
be the set of all elements of P whose range contains 
i, i G w^ . Clearly .is a dense subset of P for every 
i e Consider the list : i e . It is easily 
seen that no filter P of (P, <) can intersect every 
for otherwise UF would be a function from a subset of w 
onto où^  which is a contradiction. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let (P, <) be the poset of all functions 
from finite subsets of an infinite set A into 2 ordered 
by extension. (P, <) satisfies the c.i.c. condition. To 
see this, let C be an antiohair. of P. Let us partition 
0 into equivalence classes E^ , i e œ such that every two 
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elements of have the same number of elements. Since 
the elements of each class are pairwise incompatible, each 
class has finitely many elements and consequently C is 
countable. 
let E be the set of all functions from A into 2. 
For every h e H let 
= (f : f e P and f differs from h on some 
a e A) 
Clearly Dj^  is dense in (P, <). If there existed 
a filter P intersecting every member of the above , 
mentioned list, then UP would be a function from A to 
2 which is different from each h e H, which is a 
contradiction. 
A Topological apace X has the c.l.c. property iff 
there is no uncountable family of pairwise disjoint non­
empty open sets. 
Martin's Axiom can be defined topologically as the 
assertion that no compact Hausdorff space with the c,l,c. 
property is the union of < 2^  closed nowhere dense sets. 
let P, I be collections of subsets of w. An 
( p .  I )  -  s e t  i s  a  s u b s e t  0  o f  w  s u c h  t h a t  C P A  i s  
finite for every A e P and C fl F and n B are 
i n f i n i t e  f o r  e v e r y  B e l .  
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A set D <= Û) is F - small if there are sets 
A^  in P such that D f) (A^  U U A^ )° is finite. If 
we assume that a (F, I) - set exists, then no set in I 
is P - small, for if 0 is an (P, I) - set, then for 
every Bel and every ... A^  e P, 0 H B n (A^  U .. 
. U A^ ) is finite. Since B fli (A^  U ... U' A^ )° is a 
superset of 0 n B n (A^  U ... U A^ )° and C n B n (A^  U" 
. . .  u  A ^ ) °  i s  i n f i n i t e ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  n o  B e l  i s  
P - small. 
THEOREM 24. [19]• Assume that MA is valid. let 
P, I be collections of subsets of w such that |P| <2^  
and III < 2^ . If no set in I is P - small then there 
exists a (P, I) - set C. 
PROOP. Let (P, <) be defined as follows. 
P = {f : f : S —> {0, 1} and S is P - small 
and If""^ (1)1 < (o) 
We let f < g hold, if f is an extension of g. 
Pirst we show that P satisfies the c.i.c. condition. 
Clearly if f and g are incompatible, then f ^ (1) 4 
g"'^ (l) and since there are count ably many finite subsets 
of (i), a pairwise incompatible subset of (P, <) must be 
countable. Next for every A e P let 
= (f : f G P and Dom(f) contains A} 
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and for every B e I, n e o) let 
D p  _  =  { f : f e P  a n d  | B  fl  f " ^ ( l )  I  >  n  a n d  
IB n f-l(O)I > n) 
is a dense subset of (P, <). To see this let f e P. 
The function f» which extends f to Dom(f) U (A - Dom 
(f)) by f'[A - Dom(f)] = 0, is clearly an element of P 
and consequently an element of showing that is 
a dense subset of (P, <)• Next we show that Dg  ^is 
a dense subset of (P, <)• Let f e P, since Dom(f) is 
P - small and B is not F - small, it follows that we 
can find 2n numbers i2,..*,ia, in B - Dom(f). 
We extend f by f ' such that = 0 k = 0,.*.,n, 
f*(jjj.) =1 k = 0,..#,n. Clearly f* e  ^showing that 
B^, n dense subset of (P, <). Since 
l{D^  : A e P} U  ^: B e I and ne to) I < 2^  
it follows by MA that there is a filter CP of (P, <) 
which intersects every and every Dg Clearly 
g = UGr is a function from oi to {0, 1} which extends 
every member of P. Let C = g"^ (l). If A e G, g extends 
s o m e  f  G  a n d  c o n s e q u e n t l y  | C  n  A l  <  w .  I f  B e l  
a n d  n  e  ( 0 ,  g  e x t e n d s  s o m e  m e m b e r  o f  D g  H e n c e  G O B  
and C® n B have at least n members. Since this holds 
for all ne w, it follows that CAB and C° A B are 
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Infinite subsets of OD* Thus, 0 is a (P, I) - set as 
required. 
ŒHEOREM 25# C33]» Assume that MA is valid. let X 
be a Topological space, let x be a limit point of the 
sequence (x^  : ne w}. Suppose that there is a nhood 
base at x having cardinality < 2^ . Then there is a 
subsequence of (x^  : n e o)} converging to x. 
PROOF. Let {Vj^  : i e j} be a nhood base at x with 
iJl < 2^ « let = (n : é V^ } and P = (Aj^  : i e J} 
and I = (w). We show that co is not F - small. Assume 
on the contrary and let to 0 (A^  U,...,U Ag^ )° be a finite 
set for some ... A^  G P. Since x is a limit point 
of {x^  : n e 0)} and n{V\ : i e m} is a nhood of x, it 
follows that infinitely many x^ 's are in n[V^  : i e m}. 
Thus, infinitely many n's are in (A^  U ... U and 
consequently w fl (Aj U ... U Ag^ )° is infinite, which is 
a contradiction. Thus, cu is not P - small. By Theorem 
24- it follows that there is an infinite set 0 such that 
C n A^  is finite for all i e J. Hence, the subsequence 
{x^  : i e 0} converges to x as required, 
COROLLARY 3« [55]. Assume MA is valid. The product 
of < 2^  compact, first countable spaces is sequentially 
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compact. 
PROOF. Let {X^  ; i e I) be the collection of spaces, 
X their product. Since X is compact, every sequence in 
X has a limit point. In view of Theorem 25 it is enough 
to show that X has a nhood "base at each of its points of 
cardinality < 2^ . Let x = s i e 1} be a point of 
X. Since Xj^  is first countable, has a countable 
nhood base for every i e I. Since a basic nhood 7 of 
X  is of the form V = pI^ CV. ) n , . . . , n  pT^ (V_ ), where 
®1 ®1 ®n ®n 
V_ are basic nhoods of x_ ,...,x_ , it follows 
H 1^  ^
that there is a nhood base at x e X of cardinality < 2 , 
as required, 
COROLLARY 4. Assume MA + ICH. The product of 
sequentially compact, first countable spaces is sequentially 
compact 
PROOF. Let (X^  : i e be the collection of spaces 
and let X be their product. By Theorem 5*5 in [29] it 
follows that X is countably compact and consequently 
every sequence {x^  ; ne w} has a limit point. In view 
of Theorem 25 it is enough to show that X has a nhood base 
of cardinality < 2^  at each of its points. But this 
follows at once from the proof of Corollary 3# Thus, X 
is sequentially compact as required. 
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A family U = (0^  : i e 1} of open sets of a space 
X is a 0 - base, if for every open set 0 «= X there is 
an i e I such that 0^  c 0. 
THEOREM 26* C33]» Assume that MA is valid. Let X 
be a space with a countable c - base. let {M^  ; a. e n} 
n < 2^  be a family of nowhere dense sets. Then there 
exists a family : i E O)} of nowhere dense seta with 
U{M^  : a G n} c : i e o)}. 
PROOF. Fix a countable c - base, U, for X and let 
*  G'2 • • •  
be a sequence of elements of TJ, such that every element 
of U appears infinitely many times. let 
Aa = (j : Gj H M^ 4 4} 
and 
= (j ' Gj ^  G^ } 
Finally let F = (A^  : a e n} and I = : i e w}. We 
show that no is F - small. Assume on the contrary 
and let I  =  n  (A^ U  ... U Ajq)® be a finite set for 
some A-j_ ... A^  e F. Let M* = M^ U ... U MM# Since unions 
of finitely many nowhere dense sets are nowhere dense, it 
follows that M' is a nowhere dense set of X, Clearly 
A^ U ... U Ap = {j : Gj n M* 4 0}. If G^  H M* = 4, then 
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i é A^ U ••• Since appears with infinitely 
indices, it follows that L is infinite, which is a 
contradiction. Next we assme that n M' $ Since 
M* is nowhere dense, it follows that there is a v e o), 
such that G^  c G^  and Gy n M* = (). Again, since G^  
appears with infinitely many indices we conclude that L 
must be infinite. Thus, no element of I is P - small 
and consequently in view of Theorem 24 there is an (F, I) 
set C. Based on the set C we define. 
Ni = U{G„ : m > i and m e 0} 1 m — 
Hi =4 
We show that is a (closed) nowhere dense set. Let 
Gy n  & $. Since C n  is infinite, it follows that 
there is a q > i such that G^ c Gy but then clearly G^  c 
Hence n  showing that is nowhere dense. 
Next we show that : a e n} c u{H^  : i e o)}. let 
t e Mg^ . Then since is a- nowhere dense set, it can be 
easily seen that there is .a q e w such that , G^  Hi = 
(t). Since 0 n A_ is finite and CAB is infinite we a q 
can find an h e C such that , h is greater than any 
member of C n A^  and G^  c G^ . It follows that t e G^  
from which it follows at once that t e Hqf in fact more 
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le true-, namely <= Hence 
U(M^  : a e n} c ufE^  : i e «} 
and the desired result follows* 
COROIMRY" 4. [33]. Assume that MA is valid. let 
{Mg^  : a e n) n < 2^ , he a family of nowhere dense sets 
of a second countable space X. Then there exists a 
family {H^  : 1 e w} of nowhere dense sets of X with 
U{M^ ; a e n} <= U{Hj_ : i ç œ}. 
let X be a Topological space. A set A c X is 
Meager, provided A is the union of countably many nowhere 
dense sets* 
A set A c X has the property of Balre if there is 
an open set B such that A - B and B - A are meager. 
COROllARY 5. [33J. Assume MA is valid. If X is 
a Topological space having a countable base, then the union 
of < 2^  meager sets is meager. 
COROLLARY 6. Assume MA is valid. If X is a 
Topological space having a countable c - base, then the 
union of < 2^  meager sets is a meager set. 
COROLLARY 7. [33J- Assume MA is valid. If X is 
a Topological space having a countable base, then the union 
of < 2^  sets in X having the property of Baire, has the 
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property of Baire, 
COROLLARY 7. Assume MA is valid. If X is a 
Topological space having a countable c - base, then the 
union of < 2^  sets in X having the property of Baire 
has the property of Baire. 
THEOREM 27. [26] Assume MA. If X is a o.i.o, 
compact Hausdorff space, then X cannot be written as a 
union of < 2^  many nowhere dense sets. 
PROOF. Assume on the contrary and let 
X = U{1T^  : i G k, k < 2^  and is nowhere dense} 
Let 
P s= {0 : 0 is a nonempty open subset of X) 
V/e make P into a partial order by letting 0 < P iff 
0 c P. Since any two elements of P are incompatible iff 
they are disjoint and since X is o.i.c., it follows that 
(P, <) satisfies the c.i.o. condition. Por every i e k 
let 
= (P : P e P and P fli = (t) 
We show -Qiat is dense in (P, <) for every i e k. 
Let 0 e P. Since is nowhere dense, it follows that 
there exists a nonempty open set U of X, such that 
P c u, verifying that is dense in (P, <)• By M, 
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there exists a filter G of (P, <) intersecting every 
dense set D^ , i e k. Let : i e k} be a family of 
open sets such that e G n Since G is a filter 
and X is a compact space, it follows that 0(1^  : i e k} 
is non - empty. We have, 
: i e k} = n{P^  : i e k} fl X 
= U(n(Pi : i G k} n Wj : j s k) 
= 0 
Which is a contradiction. Thus, X cannot be written as 
a union of < 2^  nowhere dense sets, aa required. 
COlROIIARY 8. Assume MA is valid. If X is a c.i.c 
compact Hausdorff space such that Ixl > w, then IXl > 2^ . 
Let X be a Topological space, the character of a 
point p e X, is the smallest cardinal of a family of sets 
which is a'nhood base at p. 
A regular space X is called c - complete, provided 
it has a family {U^  ; i e k}, k < 2^  of c - bases for the 
Topology on X, such that whenever G <= U{U^  : i e k) is 
a regular filter (i.e., if G G, then there exists 
F G G such that F <= int(F^  0 Fg)) with |G| < 2^  and 
G n 4= d) for every i c k, then AG 4= d). 
THEOREM 28. [16]. Assume MA is valid. No 
c - complete, c.i.c. Topological space X can. be 
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written as a union of < 2^  nowhere dense sets# 
PROOF. Assiune on the contrary and let 
X = : 1 G k, k < 2^  and is nowhere dense} 
Let (Uj : j G J} be the family required for c -
completeness and let U = U{Uj : j s j}. We make U 
into a partial order by letting p < q iff p c q. Clearly 
(U, <) satisfies the o«i.o. condition. Let 
Di j = (0 : 0 G Uj and 0 fl = d)} 
Clearly  ^ is dense in (U, <) for every i e k and 
 ^» J "" 
j G J. By MA. there is a filter G in (U, <) such that 
G n Di j 4 d) for every i G k and j G J. Clearly G 
is a regular filter. Next let G- . = G n L. . and 
let E° = {G. . : i G k, j G J}. By the AC let f be i, J O 
a choice function of and let 
1^ = (fo(Gi, j) : i G k, j G J} 
Clearly IP^ I < 2^ . Let 
= {finite intersections of members of } 
For every z G let 
Eg = {0 ; 0 G G and Ô c z} 
and 
E^  = (Eg : z G 
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let be a choice function of and let 
Pg = Fi U 2^  U {fi(E^ ) : z e ij) 
Clearly iFgl < 2^ . We continue this process countably 
many times. Finally let 
F = : i e 0)} 
Clearly F is a regular filter with |F| < 2^ . By 
c - completeness we have nF& 0. But 
AF = HF n X 
= u(nF n N^) 
= * 
Which is a contradiction* Thus, X cannot be written as 
a union of < 2^  nowhere dense sets. 
COROLLAHÏ 9. Assume MA is valid. The cardinality 
of a c - complete, c.i.c,: Topological space X with |X| > 
0)5 is > 2^ . 
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9. MARTIN'S AND GENERALIZED MARTIN'S AXIOMS 
AND E - SPACES 
A T^  space X is called Ej^  - space iff for any 
two disjoint closed sets A, B there are regularly closed 
disjoint sets U, V such that A c U and B c V. 
A T^  space X is called Eg - space iff for any 
two disjoint closed sets A, B with nonempty interior, 
there are disjoint open sets U, V such that A = U and 
B c V. 
A T^  space X is called E^  - space iff for any 
two disjoint regularly closed sets A, B there are 
disjoint open sets U, V such that A TJ and B c 7. 
let (P, <) be a poset. A subset Q c p is centered 
provided each finite subset of Q has a common lower bound. 
Let k be an infinite cardinal, then a poset (P, <) 
is k - centered, provided P is the union of k centered 
subcollections• 
The Generalized Martin's Axiom GMA is the statement; 
Let (P, <) be an centered poset such that every 
countable centered subset of P has a lower bound. Then 
if (Dji^  : i e k}, k < 2^  is a list of dense subsets of 
(P, <), then there exists a filter ? of (P, <) such 
that F intersects every 
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THEOREM 29* A regular Eg space is 
PROOF* Let A, B be any two closed disjoint subsets 
of X and t e B, Since X is regular, there are 
disjoint open sets O^ , Og with A <= 0^  and t e Og. Let 
0 = B U Og. If % e A, by regularity there is an open set 
0^ , such that x e 0^  c 5^  <= O^ . Let ]) = A U 0^ . Then 
0, 1) are closed disjoint sets with nonempty interior and 
consequently there are disjoint open sets U, V with C «= u 
and D c V. Thus, X is T^  as required. 
THEOREM 30. [26]. Assume MA is valid. Let P be 
a collection of subsets of o) of cardinality < 2^ . Assume 
that whenever, B <= p is finite, lABl = w. Then there is 
an Infinite set S c: (u such that S - A is finite for all 
A e F. 
PROOF. Let P* = (w - A : Ae P} and I = (w). 
Clearly w is not p» - small. Thus, in view of Theorem 24 
it follows that there is a (P*, I) - set S. We have 
8 - A = (w - A) n S, which is finite for every A e P and 
the desired result follows. 
COROLLARY 10. [45], Assume MA is valid. Let X 
be a separable, countably compact, T^  space. Let 
U = : 1 e I), III < 2^  be an open cover of X. Then 
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there Is a finite subfamily V c n such that UV is a 
dense subset of X. 
PROOF* Assume that for no finite subfamily V of TJ 
is it the case that Dv = X# Let S be a countable dense 
subset of X and let 
F = (8 - U^ , 8 - Ug*"*"*) 
Clearly P satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 30, Thus, 
there is an infinite set D «= S such that D - (8 -
is finite for every i e !• 8ince U is a cover it follows 
that D cannot have a limit point in X, which contradicts 
the countable compactness of X# Hence, there is a finite 
subfamily V of U such that ÛV = X. 
For every ordinal v, let be the set - theoretic 
statement: Given a collection of < 2®V subsets of Wy 
such that the intersection of any subcollection of 
cardinality has cardinality then there is a 
subset 8 c (Uy of cardinality such that for each 
element A' of the collection it is the case that iS - Al < 
William Weiss has shown in [45] that the GUA + OH 
is equivalent to the Set - Theoretic statement P_. 1 
Let X be a topological space, p e X is an A - point of 
8 c X, provided for every nhood V of p, |7 Ht 8l > |V% 8| 
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THEOREM 31* Assume 6MA + OH. Let X be an -
cap compact space (see page 113)» let S be a subspace, 
with Is! = 0^ and S = X. If U = {U^ : i e I}, III < 2^ 
is an open cover of X. Then there is a countable subfamily 
V of U with Ov = X. 
PROOF. Let S be a dense subset of X of cardinality 
We assume that no countable subfamily V of U is 
dense in X and arrive at a contradiction. Let 
F = {S - S - Ug •••) 
Clearly the intersection of any countable subfamily of P 
is of cardinality (o^ . Thus, by there is an 
uncountable set B c 8, such that B H is countable 
for every i e I. Since TJ is a cover, B cannot have 
a cap in X, which is a contradiction. Thus, there is a 
countable subfamily V of ÏÏ, such that UV is dense in 
X. 
THEOREM 32. Assume MA + lOH. Let X be a regular, 
E^ , hereditarily separable, countably compact and finally 
2^  - compact (see page 112). Then X is a T^  space. 
PROOF. It suffices to show that X is an E^  ^ space. 
Let A, B be any two closed disjoint subsets of X. 
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Clearly A, B with the relative Topology are separable, 
coimtably compact and finally 2^  - compact eubspaces of X 
For every point a e A, let be an open set in X 
such that a e and M' B = Similarly for every 
point b e B let be an open set in X containing 
b and such that "7% n A = 0. let 
U' = n. A : a e A) and V = {V^  n B : b e B} 
Since X is finally 2® - compact space,, it follows that 
there is a subcover TJ** of U* of cardinality < 2®. 
By Corollary 10, there is a finite subfamily U of U'*, 
say, fli A,«..,Ug^ n^  A whose union is dense in A, i.e., 
cl.(U_ U,...,U U- ) = A. Prom this it follows that A  ^
A c (u(Û_ : i G n)). Similarly we can find , i e m 
®i _ °i 
such that Bc=(u{V|j : iem}). Let 
0^  = U{V% ; i e m} - U{Û^  ^: i e n) 
Og = U{U^  ^; i e n) - : i e m} 
Clearly 0^ , Og are open sets in X such that B c 0^  
and A <= Og. Thus, X is and consequently T^ . 
COROLLARY 11. Assume MA + ICH. Let X be a 
hereditarily separable, countably compact, finally 2^  -
compact space. Then X is a - space. 
A space X is called k - sporadic iff every closed 
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subset of X has a dense subset of cardinality < k, 
THEOREM 33* Assume GMA + OH# let X be a regular, 
E^ , 0^  - cap compact, finally 2^ - compact space. If 
every uncountable subspace of X has a dense subset of 
cardinality then X is 
PROOF. It suffices to show that X is a E^  space, 
let A, B be any two disjoint closed subsets of X. For 
every a e A, by regularity, let Ug^  be an open set of 
X such that a e and 0 B = Similarly for every 
b e B let 7^  be an open set of X such that b e 
and n A = (t. let 
U' = (Ug n A : a e A} and V' = (7% n B : b e B) 
Since X is finally 2^  - compact, we see that there is 
subcover U'* of U', of cardinality < 2^ . Thus, by 
Theorem 31 it follows that there is a countable subfamily 
{U_ : i e 0)} of U'* such that U{U : i e o)} is a 
i^ 
dense subset of A. Similarly, there is a countable 
subfamily : i e w) of V such that u{V, : i e w) 
°i °i 
is a dense subset of B. Now we construct open sets 
and inductively as follows. 
1^ -
2 
CQl U Qg) 
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It is easily seen that Q = ÎJQ^  and P = UP^  are disjoint 
regularly closed sets containing A and B respectively. 
Hence X is as required, 
A space X has depth k at x e X iff x has a nhood 
base with the property the intersection of < k many 
members of the nhood base contains a member of the nhood 
base. 
A space X has depth k iff X has depth k at each 
of its points. 
let X be a topological space, let C(X) denote the 
collection of all open sets of X. A subset A «= X is 
called  ^iff there is a subfamily U of C(X) such 
that lui < k and A = DU. The complement of a 
set is called j^ .. We put 
Ck(X) = {A : A c X and A is 
If X is a space and t e X then we define 
ps(t, X) = min{k : {t} e 0%.(X)} 
let k be any infinite cardinal, A sequence of type 
k or a k - sequence is a function on the set k. The 
value of a sequence s at v e k is denoted by s^ . Let 
A be a set. Then a k - sequence s is in A iff s^  e A 
for every ordinal v e k. We say that the k - sequence s 
is eventually in A iff there is an ordinal v e k such 
that s^  e A whenever v e u. We say that the k - sequence 
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s converges to x iff s is eventually in every nhood 
of x« 
let s be a k - sequence. We say that t is a k -
subsequence of s iff there is a k - sequence n such 
that t = s 0 n and for each ordinal W E k there is an 
ordinal u such that n^ . > w whenever u e v. 
We say that a k - sequence s is frequently in A 
iff for every v e k there is a w e k such that v e w 
and s^  e A. 
A point X is a cluster point of the k - sequence s 
iff s is frequently in every nhood of x. 
THEOREM 34. Assume GMA + OH. let X be a space 
of character < 2^  and of depth at x e X« If x 
is a cluster point of the - sequence s = (s^  : i e 
Then there exists a - subsequence t of s converging 
to X. 
PROOF. let : i e I}, III < 2^  be the required 
nhood base at x. let A^  = s n i e I and P = {Aj, : 
i e I). Clearly any countable intersection of members of 
P is uncountable. By it follows that there is an 
uncountable subset t c s, t = (ty : v e such that 
for all i. e I t - A^  is at most countable. Thus, t 
converges to x as required. 
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THEOREM 35* Assume GMA + OH. Let X be any space 
of character < 2^  and of depth at t. let S c X, 
l8l = If t is a cap of S not in S« Then there is 
an - sequence of points of S converging to t. 
PROOF. let (Hi : i e I), III < 2*^  be a nhood base 
at t. let AjL = S n U^ , i e I and P = {A^  : i e I}. 
Clearly any countable intersection of members of ? is 
uncountable. Thus, by there is a set B «= S, IB I = (Oj^ » 
such that B - is countable for every i e I. let 
b = (b^  : i e be an enumeration of B. Clearly b is 
an - sequence converging to t, as required. 
THEOREM 36. Assume GMA + OH. let X be a T^ , of 
depth - cap compact space. let F, |B| = be a 
subspace of X. Let t be a cap of B not in B with 
ps(t, X) < 2^ . Then there is an - sequence s of 
points of B converging to t. 
PROOF. Let : i e I), III < 2*1 be the family 
of nhoods of t such that n{TJj^  ;iel} = {t}. Since 
X is a regular, T^  space, it follows that n{Û^  : i e I) 
is equal to {t}. Let P = {B : i e 1). Clearly any 
countable intersection of members of F is uncountable. 
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Ihus, T3y "there is a set 8 = B, ISl =0^  such that 
S - TJ^ , i e I is at most countable. let s = (s^  : i e w^ } 
be an enumeration of 8# Since t is the unique cap of S, 
(every element x of X - t has a nhood V with |V n S| 
equal co) it follows easily that t is an A - point of S 
and consequently, s converges to t, as required. 
THEOREMS 35 and 36 are generalizations of the 
following two theorems which are due to Malyhin and 
Sapirovski [16, p. 509]-
THEOREM 37. Assume MA. let X be any topological 
space, A c= X, |Al = w. Let s be a limit point of A 
not in A. If the character of X at s is < 2^ , then 
there exists a sequence t of points of A converging to 
s. 
PROOF. Similar to the proof of Theorem 35. 
THEOREM 38. Assume MA. let X be a regular, T^ , 
countably compact topological space. let A (= X, lAl = w 
and let t be a limit of A not in A. let ps(t, X) < 
2^ . Then there is a sequence s of points of A 
converging to t. 
PROOF. Similar to the proof of Theorem 37. 
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Z is called - space iff the union of any family of 
cardinality k of closed sets is a closed set. 
THEOHEM 39. Assume GMA. Let X be a space 
and H, K any two separated subsets of X, such that 
H U K can be written as a union of < 2^  Lindelof sets 
in X. let Fg and be families of subsets of X 
with the following properties: 
(I) Both F^  and Fg are families of closed 
subsets of X; closed under countable unions. 
(II) Every point h e H (k e K) has a nhood base 
consisting of members of F^  (Fg respectively) 
(ill) Fj is of cardinality o]^  and separates disjoint 
members of Fg. 
Then H and K have disjoint nhoods in X. 
PROOF. Let 
P = {(A, B) : A G F^ , B e Fg, A H B = A n K = B n H = d)} 
We make P into a partial order by letting (C, D) < 
(A, B) iff A c 0 and B c D. Since (A, B), (C, D) e P 
are compatible iff there exists (IT, M) e P such that 
A c N, C «= N and D c M, B <= M, it follows that if (A, B) 
and (C, D) are compatible, then (AUG) A (B U D) = (t. 
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Next we show that (P, <) is an oi^  - centered poset, 
such that every countable subset of it which is centered, 
has a lower bound# Let (C^  : 1 e be an enumeration 
of and let 
0^  = {(A, B) : (A, B) e P, A cr «= X - B) 
Clearly 0^  is a centered subset of P, in fact more is 
true, namely every countable subset of has a common 
lower bound. Since P = u{C^  : i e and every centered 
subset of P is contained in some C^ , we see that P is 
an 0^  - centered poset, such that every countable, centered 
subset of it has a common lower bound. 
For every Lindelof subset Ic c K (h c H) let 
Djj. = {(A, B) e P Î Ic c S ) 
Djj = f (A, B) e P : h c A ) 
We show that (D^ ) is a dense subset of (P, <). let 
o (A, B) e P be such that k t B. For every x e k, let 
\ e Pg be a basic nhood of x such that n (A U H) = 
(t* Since k is Lindelof and k <= : x e k}, it 
o 
follows that k c u(3L : i e w}. let B' = U{F„ ; i e w} 
Xi 
U B. Clearly (A, B') e and (A, B*) < (A, B) showing 
that is dense in (P, <). Similarly, we can show that 
is a dense subset of (P, <) • Since there are only 
< 2^  dense subsets, it follows by GMA that there is a 
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filter G intersecting every k e K and every 
h e H. Let 
U = int(u{A : (A, B) e G for some B}) 
V = int(u{B : (A, B) e G for some A}) 
Clearly U and V are disjoint open sets containing K 
and H respectively. 
It is obvious that in Theorem 39» the condition that 
H U K be the union of < 2^  lindelof sets in X, is 
satisfied in case H U K can be written, as a union of 
< 2^  compact sets, or IH U Kl < 2^ . 
Theorem 39 is the analogue of the following theorem, 
which is due to I. Juhasz and W. Weiss. 
THEOREM 40. [17]. Assume MA. let X be a space 
and H, K any two separated subsets of X such that H u 
E can be written as a union of < 2^  compact sets in X. 
let Fg and be families of subsets of X with 
the following properties: 
(I) Both and Pg are families of closed 
subsets of X closed under finite unions. 
(II) Every point h e H (Ic e K) has a nhood base 
consisting of members of P^  (Pg respectively) 
(ill) P^  is countable and separates disjoint members 
of P^  and Pg. 
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Then H and K have disjoint nhoode in X. 
PROOF. Let 
P = {(A, B) : A G P], b e Pg» A n B = A n K = B n S = 0} 
We make P into a partial order by letting (C, D) < 
(A, B) iff A <= c and B c D. We can show, as in 
Theorem 39 that X is o.i.o., the rest of the proof is 
similar to that of Theorem 59• 
COROLLARY 12. Assiune MA. Let X be a space and 
H, K any two separated subsets of X, such that H U K 
can be written as a union of < 2® Lindelof subspaces of 
X with the following properties: 
(i) Both P^  and Pg are families of closed 
subsets of X, closed under countable unions. 
(ii) Every point h e H (k e K) has a nhcod base con­
sisting of members of P^  (P^  respectively) 
(iii) Pj is countable and separates disjoint members 
of P^  and Pg 
Then H and K have disjoint nhoods in X. 
PROOP. Similar to that of Theorem 40. 
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THEOREM 4-1. [17] • Assume MA. let X be a set 
and let T, F be topologies on X with the following 
properties: 
(i) F is Tg 
(ii) F c= T 
(iii) Every x e X has a T - nhood base consisting of 
P - compact sets 
(iv) There is a countable family 0 of sets which 
separates disjoint P - compact sets 
If H and K are any T - separated sets in X whose 
union can be written as a union of < 2^  P - compact 
sets, then H and K have disjoint nhoods in (X, T) 
PROOP. Let H and K be T - separated sets which 
can be written as a union of <2^  P - compact sets; let 
1^ ~ ^ 2 ~ F - compact sets} and let P^  = 0. Then 
clearly P^  and Pg are families of closed sets of 
(X, T), closed under finite unions, such that every point 
h e H (k e K) has a nhood base consisting of members of 
1^ (^ 2 respectively) and P^  is countable. Thus, by 
Theorem 40, H and K have disjoint nhoods in (X, T). 
COROILAHÏ 13. Assume MA. let T, P be topologies 
10.5 
on a set X with the following properties: 
(i) P is Tg 
(ii) (X, P) is a - space 
(iii) P c T 
(iv) Every x e X has a T - nhood hase, consisting 
of P - closed Lindelof spaces 
(v) inhere is a countable family C which separates 
disjoint P - closed Lindelof spaces 
If H and K are T - separated sets of (X, T) 
whose union can be written as a union of < 2^  P - lindelof 
sets, then H and K have disjoint nhoods in (X, T) as 
required. 
EROOP. Iiet H and K be T - separated sets which 
can be written as a union of < 2^  P - Lindelof sets and 
let Pq^ = Pg = (all P - closed Lindelof aets), let P^ = c, 
clearly Corollary 12 can be applied. Hence H and K 
have disjoint nhoods in (X, T). 
COROLLARY 14. Assume GMA« Let X be a space, let 
T, P be any two topologies on X with the following 
properties; 
(i) P is Tg 
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(il) (X, F) is a - space 
(iii) F c T 
(iv) Every x e X has al- nhood base, consisting 
of ? - closed lindelof spaces 
(v) There is a family of cardinality of subsets 
of X, which separates disjoint F - closed Lindelof sets. 
If H and K are T - separated sets of (X, T) 
whose union can be written as a union of < F - Lindelof 
sets, then H and K have disjoint nhoods in (X, T). 
PROOF. Let H and K be T - separated sets which 
can be written as a union of < 2^  F - Lindelof sets and 
let Fj =s Fg = (all F - closed Lindelof sets), let 
F^  be the separating family. Clearly Theorem 39 can be 
applied. Thus, H and K have disjoint nhoods in (X, T). 
We recall that an outer base of the subspace Y in 
a space X, is a family of open sets in X such that, 
for every y e Y and every nhood TJ of y in X there 
is a V E B with y e V c U. The smallest cardinal of 
such an outer base, is the outer weight of Y in X, 
denoted by w(YlX). 
THEOREM 42. Assume MA. (GMA). Let X be a regular 
(p^ ) space, H, K any two separated subsets of X wildi 
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In U Kl < 2* (IH U Kl < 2^ )^ and w(HlX) < w (w(H|X) < w^ ). 
Then H and K have disjoint hhoods In X# 
PROOF. let be a nhood base of closed sets at x 
and Ej^ s: u(G^  : x e H), let Eg be a countable ( of 
cardinality toj^ ) outer base of H in X, consisting of 
closed sets# Clearly the sets = {finite (countable) 
unions, of members of E^ }, Pg = F5 = {finite (countable) 
unions of members of Eg), satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem 40 (Theorem 39)• Thus, H, K have disjoint nhoods. 
THEOREM 43. Assume MA + lOH. Let X be a T^  space 
of cardinality let a be an A - point of X, such 
that X - a is first countable. Then X is a T^  space. 
PROOF. Let H, K be any two disjoint closed sets 
in X. It suffices to show that if a 6 E, then H and 
K have disjoint nhoods in X. Since a é K, iKl < to and 
w(KlX) < 0). Thus, Theorem 42 is applicable, yielding two 
disjoint nhoods of H and K. Hence, X is T^ . 
THEOREM 44. Let m be a regular cardinal > to; let 
X be a space of cardinality m. Then ps(a, X) = m for 
every A - point a of X. 
PROOF. Assume on the contrary and let V, |V| = k, 
k <m, be a family of nhoods at a, with fiV = {a}. From 
this, it follows that |u{U° : TJ e V)| = m, which is a 
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contradiction. Thus, psfa, X) = m, as required* 
A family B of open sets, in a space X is called 
a V - base (strong p - base) for X, if for any two distinct 
points %, y e X there is a 7 e B, such that x e V and 
y é V (y i V respectively) 
If T and F are two topologies on a set X. Then 
T is locally F - compact (locally F - Lindelof) iff 
every x e X has a T - nhood base consisting of F -
compact sets (F - Lindelof sets). 
We denote by S(k, v) the class of all topological 
spaces X which satisfy the following property; whenever 
A and B are separated subsets of X such that A can 
be written as the union of < Ic compact sets and B can be 
written as the union of < v compact sets, then A and B 
have disjoint nhoods in X. 
We denote by I(k, v) the analogue of 8(k, v), when 
compact is replaced by Lindelof. 
THEOREM 4-5. Assume MA. (6MA). Let T, F be two 
topologies on a set X with the following properties; 
(i) F c T 
(ii) (X, T) is locally F - compact ((X, F) is a -
space and (X, T) is locally F - closed Lindelof) 
(ill) (X, F) has a countable (of cardinality w^ ) strong 
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p - base 
alien (X, T) E 8(2*, 2®) ((X, T) e I(2®1, 2^ )) 
IROOP. Since (X, P) has a strong p - base, it 
follows that (X, P) is Tg. Let P^  = Pg = {all P -
compact sets} ({ail P - closed Lindelof sets}), P^  = {finite 
unions of finite intersections of members of the strong p -
base} ({countable unions of countable intersections of members 
of the strong p - base}). Clearly P^ , Pg and P^  satisfy 
the hypotheses of Theorem 41 (Corollary 13) and consequently 
(X, T) e 8(2*, 2*) ((X, T) e 1(2*^ , 2*1)), as required. 
It is known [24, pp. 212-213] that if X is the 
countable union of certain of its subspaces X^  and if 
the topology of X is coherent with the spaces then if 
each X^  is normal, so is X. 
THEOREM 46. Assume MA. (GMA). Let X = U{X^  tie©} 
and let T, P be two topologies on X such that 
(i) T is coherent with the spaces X^  and (X, T) is 
locally P - compact ((X, P) is a - space and 
(X, T) is locally P - closed Lindelof) 
(ii) P <= T 
(iii) X^  is the union of < 2* P - compact sets (< 2^  P -
Lindelof sets) and is T - closed 
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(iv) (X^ , PlX^ ) has a countable strong p - base (of 
cardinality strong p - base) 
Then (Z, T) is T^ . 
PROOF. It follows from Theorem 45 that each 
(%1, TlX^ ) is and consequently by the remark before 
the Theorem, (X, T) is T^ , as required. 
COROLLARY 15. Assume MA. Let X, P and T be as 
in Theorem 46, satisfying (i), (ii) and (iv). If (X, F) 
is a - space and (X., T) is locally F - closed Lindelof 
and is the union of < 2^  F " Lindelof spaces. Then 
(X, T) is a space. 
THEOREM 47. Assume MA. (GUA). Let X be an E^ , 
< 2® (< 2^ ) topological space. Let F^  be 
families of subsets of X with the following properties ; 
(i) F^  is a family of closed sets in X, closed 
under finite (countable) unions. 
(ii) Every point x e X has a nhood base consisting 
of members of F^  
(iii) Pg is countable (of cardinality oj^ ) and separates 
disjoint members of P^  
Then X is T^ . 
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PROOF. It suffices to show that X is an -
space* Let H and K be any two closed disjoint sets 
Euid (P, <) be as in Theorem 39* Furthermore, let D^ , 
Dg be subsets of X with iDgl < 2^  (< 2®^ L), lD%l < 2^  
(< 2^ ) and 35„ = H and = K. let 
w o 
DJ = {(A, B) e P : d e Dg n A} 
Df = { (A, B) e P : d c Dj^  n B} 
Again, it follows that and are dense subsets 
of (P, <_). Since there are < 2® (< 2®1) dense subsets, 
it follows that there is a filter G intersecting every 
d e Dg and d e Let 
U = int(u{A : (A, B) e 6 for some B)) 
V = int(u{B : (A, B) c G for some A}) 
Clearly U and V are open sets, such that Û n V = d) 
and Hen and K c v. Thus, X is as required. 
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10. SOME WEAKER VERSIOITS OF COMPACTNESS 
Let m be an infinite cardinal* A space X is 
Cm. m] - compact, provided every open cover of X of 
cardinality m has a subcover of cardinality < m. 
A space X is initially m - compact or [oo, m] -
compact, provided every open cover of X of cardinality 
< m has a finite subcover* 
A space X is finally m - compact, provided every 
open cover has a subcover of cardinality < m* 
A space X is Cm. n1 - compact, provided every 
open cover of X of cardinality < n has a subcover 
of cardinality < m* 
Clearly if a space X is both, initially m - compact 
and finally m - compact, then X is compact and conversely 
if a space X is compact, then X is initially 
m - compact and finally m - compact* 
A space X is m - chain compact, provided every 
m - sequence s has a convergent m - subsequence (in 
•ttie sense that there is a subset m' c m with sup(m*) = 
m and s* = s|m* converges). 
A space X is initially m - chain compact, provided 
X is k - chain compact for every cardinal k < m* 
A space X is finally m - chain compact, provided 
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Z is m - chain compact for every cardinal k > m. 
A space X is weakly m - chain compact, provided 
every m - sequence s in X has a cluster point. 
A space X initially weakly m - chain compact, provided 
X is weakly k - chain compact for every cardinal k < m« 
A space X is finally wealcLy m - chain compact, 
provided X is weakly k - chain compact for every 
cardinal k > m. 
A space X is m - limit point compact, provided 
every subset S of X of cardinality m has a limit 
point. 
A space X is initially m - limit point compact, 
provided X is k - limit point compact for every 
cardinal k < m. 
A space X is limit point compact, provided every 
infinite subset S of X has a limit point. 
Clearly an w - limit point compact space X is 
limit point compact and conversely. 
A point a e X is a cap of X iff for every nhood 
0 of a it is the case that toi = tXl. 
A space X is m - cap compact, provided every 
subset S of X of cardinality m has a cap a. 
A space X is initially m - cap compact, provided 
X is k - cap compact for every ordinal k < m. 
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A space X is finally m - cap compact, provided X 
is k - cap compact for every ordinal k > m# 
A space X is m - A - compact, provided every 
subset S of X of cardinality m has an A point a. 
A space X is initially m - A - compact, provided 
X is k - A - compact for every cardinal k < m. 
A space X is finally m - A - compact, provided 
X is k - A - compact for every cardinal k > m. 
A space X is m - bounded, provided every m -
sequence a' of X is contained in an m - compact 
subspace of X. 
A space X is initially m - bounded, provided X 
is k - bounded for every cardinal k < m. 
A space X is finally m - bounded, provided X is 
k - bounded for every cardinal k > m. 
A space X is weakly m - bounded, provided every 
m - sequence s of X has an m - subsequence t 
contained in an m - compact subspace A of X. 
A space X is initially weakly m - bounded, provided 
X is weakly k - bounded for every cardinal k < m# 
A space X is finally weakly m - bounded, provided 
X is weakly k - bounded for every cardinal k > m. 
An m - tower of a space X is a pair (?, f) where 
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F «= p(x) and f : m —> P is a 1:1 onto function 
Buch that f(i) c f(j) for i > j and f(i) is a closed 
subset of X for every i e m. 
A space % is - compact, provided that the 
intersection of any m - tower B of X is nonempty. 
A space X is initially - compact, provided X 
is Bjj; "• compact for every cardinal k < m# 
A space X is finally - compact, provided X is 
Bjj. - compact for every cardinal k > m. 
It is easy to see that a space X is always IXl* -
compact, Ixl* - limit point compact, |X|+ - cap compact 
and B|%|+ - compact. Consequently, eventual compactness 
of the above mentioned forms of compactness is 
uninteresting for cardinals m > IXl. Hence in what 
follows, we will confine ourselves to cardinals m not 
greater than the cardinality of the spaces involved. 
It is very interesting to know whether any of the 
above mentioned properties are preserved under arbitrary 
products, or at least under products of certain 
cardinality. 
DIAGRAM 1. This diagram indicates the various 
implications that hold among the above mentioned notions 
of compactness, they are proved in Theorem 51, 
- rfi' VJ 
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m 
compaot ' 
compact limit point 
compaot y 
weakly - m 
chain compact 
weakly - m_ 
bounded compact 
m V 
chain compact bounded compact 
: Ihia implication holds between spaces 
—>—>—> . Qjiis implication holds when m is regular 
—>—>—>—> : This implication holds when m is 
regular and the first space is weakly m-
chain compact and m - monotone (see p.127) 
Diagram 1. Implications among weaker forms of compactness 
A family of sets U satisfies the m.i.p. (m -
intersection property), provided the intersection of any 
subfamily V/ c u of cardinality < m is nonempty. 
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LEMMA 30# Let W be a maximal family of sets 
satisfying the k#l,p. If n c W and iTll < k then 
nu e W. 
PROOF. Assume on the contrary and let U c= w be a 
subfamily of W such that |U| < k and nu 4 W. It 
follows that there exists a subfamily 7 of W of 
cardinality < k such that nu n nv == (t or n(U U V) = 0 
which is a contradiction, for |U U Vl < k and by 
hypothesis W satisfies the k.i.p, Xhus, flU e W as 
required. 
LEMMA 31 « Let W be a maximal family of sets 
satisfying the k.i.p. If S is a set having a non­
empty intersection with every member of ¥ then S e W. 
PROOF. The conclusion of the Lemma follows 
immediately from the observation that W U {S) is again 
a family of sets satisfying the k.i.p. and the fact that 
W is a maximal such a family. 
The next theorem is characterization of final m -
compactness of a space X in terms of families of sets 
satisfying the k.i.p. 
THEOREM 48. A space X is finally m - compact iff 
the intersection of any family of closed subsets of X 
^... 
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satisfying the m.i.p* is nonempty, 
PROOF. First we show that if X is finally m -
compact space, then the intersection of any family of 
closed subsets of Z satisfying the m.i.p# is non -
empty* Assume on the contrary and let W be a family of 
subsets of I satisfying the above properties and having 
empty intersection. It follows that u(F° : F s W} = Z. 
Since X is finally m - compact, there is a subfamily 
V <= w, IVl < m with U{F® : F e V} = X, from which it 
follows that n(F : F e V} = @ which is a contradiction. 
Hence nw * # as required. 
Next we show that if the intersection of any family 
of closed subsets of X satisfying the m.i.p. is non -
empty, then X is finally m - compact. Assume on the 
contrary and let W be any cover of X with no subcover 
of cardinality < m. It follows that {F® : F e W} is 
a family of closed subsets of X satisfying the m.i.p* 
and consequently n{F° : FeW} 4 from which it 
follows that u{F : FeW} :& X contradicting the fact 
that W is a cover of X. Thus, X is finally m - compact 
as required. 
THBOHEM 49. A space X is Cm, n] - compact iff 
the intersection of any family of cardinality < n of 
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closed subsets of X satisfying the m.l.p* is non -
empty. 
EROOP# Similar to that of Theorem 48. 
THEOREM 50# Closed subspaoes of m - compact spaces 
are m - compact. 
PROOF. Let A be a closed subspace of the m -
compact space X and let P= ; i s m} be any 
family of closed sets in A satisfying the m.i.p. 
Clearly P is a family of subsets of X having the 
above mentioned properties and consequently OP 4 d. 
Thus, in view of Theorem 49 it follows that A is m -
compact space as required. 
In the next theorem we prove all the implications 
indicated in Diagram 1. 
THEOREM 51• let X be a Topological space then the 
following hold. 
(i) let m be a regular cardinal: if X is m -
compact then X is - compact. 
(ii) If X is - compact then X is m - compact 
(iii) Let m be a regular cardinal: if X is 2^  -
compact then X is weakly m - chain compact 
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(Iv) If X la weakly m - chain compact then X ie 
- compact 
(v) If X is m - compact then X is m - limit 
point compact 
(vi) If X ie a T^ , m - limit point compact then X 
is m - compact. 
(vii) Let m "be an infinite cardinal number: if X ia 
bounded then X is m - compact. In particular an o) -
"bounded space X is countably compact. 
(viii) If X is m - cap compact then X is m -
compact 
(ix) Let m be a regular cardinal: if X is 
m - compact then X is m - cap compact. 
(%) Let m be a regular cardinal: if X is weakly 
m - bounded then X is m - compact. In particular if X 
is weakly o) - bounded then X is countably compact. 
(xi) If X is m - A - compact then X is m - compact 
PROOF, (i) Assume on the contrary and let 
P = (#1 : i G m) be an m - tower of X with OP = (t. 
It follows that U(F^  : i G m} s X and consequently 
there is a cardinal n < m with u(Pi_ : i G n) = X from 
*i 
which it follows that n(F^  ; i G n) = Let 
i^ 
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p s 8iip( kj^  : i e n}« Since m la a regular cardinal 
it follows that p < m. let j s m, j > p. Clearly 
c for every i e n and consequently c : 
1 e n} which is a contradiction. Thus, X is 2^  - compact 
as required* 
(ii) Assume on the contrary and let U = {0^  : i e m} 
be an open cover of X with no subcover of cardinality 
< m. We construct by transfini te induction on m an m -
tower B as follows. Let 
0^ = Og(o) g(o) = 0 
for k = V + 1 a nonlimit ordinal of m, let 
= E, U 
where g(k) is the first i e m with Oj, + I!^ . If no 
such i existed then Fy would have been the whole space 
X and consequently U' = {Og(k) * % s v} would have been 
a subcover of cardinality < m. For k a limit ordinal 
we let 
\ = UfPj, : 1 e k) u Og(k) 
where g(k) is the first i with 0^  4: : v e k}. 
such an i always exists, for otherwise U(F^  ; v e k} 
would have been the whole space X and consequently 
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U* =s {g(i) : i e k) would have been a subcover of X 
of cardinality < m. 
It can be easily seen that 
B = : i G m} 
is an m - tower of X. Since % is - compact, it 
follows that n{P® : i 6 m} 4: dl or equivalently 
U{I^  : i G m} $ X which is a contradiction* Thus, X is 
m - compact as required* 
(iii) Assume on the contrary and let s be an m -
sequence of X without a cluster point. For every v G m 
let 
8y = : u > v}) 
We construct by tranafinite induction on m an m -
tower B as follows. Let 
= ®g(o) g(o) = 0 
for k = V + 1 a nonlimit ordinal in m, let 
= Sg(k) 
where g(k) is the first i G m for which 4 S^ . 
Such an i always exists for is not a cluster 
point of s. Finally for k a limit ordinal let 
®k = ®s(k) 
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where g(k) = 8up{g(l) : 1 e k}. Clearly g(k) 4 m and 
B = {Bjj : k e m) 
is an m - tower of %. Since Z is - compact, it 
follows that AB 4 but then every point in HB is a 
cluster point of s, which is a contradiction* Thus, our 
assumption is false and s has a cluster point. 
(iv) Let G = : v e m} be an m - tower of X. Let 
s^  e Gy for every v e m. Then s = {s^  : v e m} is an 
m - sequence. Since X is weakly m - chain compact, s 
has a cluster point r. Clearly r is a limit point of 
every Gy, v e m# Since G^  is closed, r e G^  for every 
V e m. Thus r e OG and X is - compact as required. 
(v) Let A be a subset of X of cardinality m. If 
A has no limit point, then A is a closed relatively 
discrete subspace of X and consequently in view of 
Theorem 50, A is m - compact which is a contradiction 
(U = {a : a e A} is an open cover of A')« Thus, X is 
m - limit point compact as required. 
(vi) Assume on the contrary and let U = (0^  : i e m} 
be an open cover of X with no subcover of cardinality 
< m. We construct by transfinite induction on m a set 
(in fact an m - sequence) A of cardinality m with 
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no limit point. Let 
XQ C O g ( o )  where g(o) « 0 
for every ordinal kern let 
% = Og(k) - "(Og(l): 1 ® k) 
where g(k) is the first i e m such that 
°i • U{Og(j) : 3 G k} 4 0 
such an i always exists, for o1±ierwise (Og(j): j e k} 
would have been a subcover of IJ of cardinality < m. 
let A = {Xjj. : kern}. Clearly lAl = m. We claim 
that A has no limit point. First we show that -Oie 
family {Og(i) : i e m} is a cover of Z. îpo see this 
let X 6 X be such that x é Og(i) for all i e m. Since 
TJ is a cover of X, it follows that x e 0^  for some 
ordinal v e m. Let 
A = (j : U{Og(i) : g(i) < v} c U(Og(i) ; i e d)) 
and 
z s HA 
We claim that the first ordinal w with 
0^  - : i G z} 4 $ 
is the ordinal v. For if t < v with 0^  - : 
i G z} 4 then g(z) = t, g(z) < v and consequently 
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g^(z) 1 G z} which Is a contradiction. 
Asatone that A has a limit point t, then t e 
for some ordinal v e m« Since X is there is a 
nhood of t such that * 7^  but then clearly 
 ^= °eM "'t 
is a nhood of t such that V n A » <t> contradicting the 
fact that t is a limit point of A. Thus, A has no 
limit point in X, which in view of the hypothesis of the 
Theorem is a contradiction. Thus X is m - compact as 
required. 
(•11) Aâsume on the contrary and let IT = {0^  ^: 1 e m} 
be an open cover of X with no suboover of cardinality 
< m. We construct by transfihlte induction on m an m -
sequence s which is not contained in any m - compact 
subspace A of X. Let 
®o ® Og(o) where g(o) = 0 
for any ordinal k e m let 
"k ® Og(k) - U(Og(i) : 1 : k) 
where g(k) is the first j e m with 
Oj - U(Og(i) : 1 G k) 4 0 
such a j always exists, for otherwise (Og^ ^^  : 1 g k} 
would have been a suboover of X. Let 
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8 = : i e m} 
Since Z is m - bounded, it follows that 
s c A <= X 
where A is an m - compact subspace of X# Since 
is an open cover of X, it follows that 
{Og(i) fi' A : i e m} 
is a cover of X and consequently, there is a subcover 
of cardinality < m, which is a contradiction. 
(viii) Assume on the contrary and let n = (0^  ; i e m} 
be an open cover of X with no subcover of cardinality 
< m. We construct by transfini te induction on m a set 
A with no cap. Let 
e Og(o) where g(o) = 0 
for k G m any ordinal, let 
'k = Og(fc) - "fOg(i) ' 1 : k) 
where g(k) is the first i e m with 
©i - U(Og(j) : 3 s k} $ 0 
such an i always exists, for otherwise {®g(i) : i c k) 
would have been a suboover of TJ of cardinality < m. 
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let 
A = {Xj^  ; k G m} 
Clearly lAl = m. It follows exactly as in part (vi) of 
this ©leorem that A has no cap, which is a contradiction. 
Thus, X is m - compact as required. 
(ix) Let A = {a^  : i e m} be a subset of X of 
cardinality m. In view of part (iii) of this Theorem 
it follows that the sequence {a^  : i c m} has a cluster 
point t. Since m is a regular cardinal and every 
hhood af t contains a subset of A cofinal to m, we 
see that t is a cap of A. Thus X is m - cap compact 
as required. 
(x) Similar to that of part (vii) of this Theorem. 
(xi) Assume on the contrary and let U = {0^  ; i e m} 
be an open cover of X with no subcover of cardinality 
< m. We construct exactly as in part (viii) of this 
Theorem, a set A with no A - point, which contradicts 
the fact that X is m - A - compact. Thus, X is m -
compact as required. 
THEOREM 53* The following are equivalent for a 
topological space X and infinite cardinal number m: 
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(1) X is initially m - compact 
(ii) X is initially - compact 
(iii) X is initially weakly m - chain compact 
(iv) X is T^  and initially m - limit point 
(V) X is initially m - cap compact 
(vi) X is initially weakly m - bounded 
(vii) X is initially m - bounded 
PROOF. We show that (i) <—> (ii), (the other 
implications follow similarly). In view of Theorem 51 
part (ii), it follows that (ii) —> (i). Next, we show 
that (i) —> (il). Assume on the contrary and let 
F = (2^  : i c m} be an m - tower of X with nP = 0, 
In view of Theorem 51 part (i), it follows that 
n{Fj ; Ic e cf(m)} = (>• Since cf(m) is a regular 
k 
cardinal, it follows by OSieorem 51 part (ii) that X is 
not of(m) - compact, which is a contradiction. Thus, 
X is Bjjj - compact and (i) —> (ii), as required, 
THEOREM 54. A space X is compact iff every 
subset A (= X is contained in a lAl - compact subspace. 
PROOF. In view of Theorem 51 part (vii), it follows 
that X is m - compact for every cardinal m. Thus X 
is compact as required. 
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EXAMPIE 3# let Z = with the order Topology. 
Since X = U(wi : i G w} and each is Lindelof (in 
fact compact) it follows that X is lindelof, i.e., 
- compact and in particular - compact. X is not 
B - compact for n{Fj : i e w,,} « (t>, where Pj = {v : A (U J-
V G 0)^  and v > i). 
Example 3 shows that regularity in Theorem 51 part 
(i) is needed. 
EXAMPLE 4. let X = - (o)} with the order 
Topology. Clearly X is B - compact. For every 
(I) 
T G let s^  = u where Ivl « Clearly 
{s^  : V 6 (1)^ } is an ~ sequence with no cluster point. 
Example 4 shows that regularity is needed in Theorem 
51 part (iii). 
EXAMPIE 5. let X = with the order Topology, 
Clearly X is couhtably compact. But X is not -
cap compact. 
A space X is m - monotone at x e X, provided m 
is the smallest cardinal for which x has a nhood base 
{vj : i e m} with V* = 7%, i > j. 
A space X is m - monotone, provided X is m -
monotone at any point x G X. 
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LEMMA 33* let X be an m - monotone spaoe at a. 
If a is a cluster point of an m - sequence s in X* 
Then there is an m - subsequence t of s converging 
to a. 
PROOF. Let V = {7^  : i e m) be the nested nhood 
base at a. We construct an m - subsequence t of s 
by transfinite induction on m. Let 
*0 = ®g(o) 
where g(o) is the first i e m wi-Ui s^  ^ e 7^ . In 
general for k = v + 1 a nonlimit ordinal in m we 
let 
\ " =g(k) 
where g(k) is the first ism with s^  c 7^ .^ Such an 
i always exists, for |7% n s I = m. Finally for k a 
limit ordinal in m we let 
\ = ®g(k) 
where g(k) is the first i > sup{g(j) ; j e k} with 
®i ® k^* sn i always exists, for 8up(g(j) : j e k} 
is less than m and 17^  ^n s I = m# Let 
t = (tj ; j e m} 
Clearly t is an m - subsequence of s converging to 
t as required. 
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COROLLARY 16# Let X be an m - monotone and 
weakly m - chain compact apace. Then X is m - chain 
compact. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let m be a regular cardinal ; let 
X = m and let X have the Topology in which closed sets 
are X and subsets of X of cardinality < m. Clearly 
every point of X is an A - point. Furthermore, X is 
of depth m and m - monotone. First we show that X 
is of depth m (in fact I^ ), Let {V^  : i e n}, n < m 
be a family of nhoods at x e X. We show that n{V^  : 
i E n} is again, a nhood of x. Let = sup{j : j e 
clearly 4: m for all i e n and consequently 
k = sup{k^  ; i e n) is different from m. It follows 
that V ss {x} U (j : j > k} is a nhood of x contained 
in n(V^  : i e n). 
Next we show that X is m - monotone. Clearly the 
family {{x : x > i} U {y} : i e m} is a nested nhood 
base at any point y e X. 
Let s be any m - sequence in X. If I s I < m 
then some value s^  of s is repeated m - times and 
consequently s^  is a cluster point of X. If |s| = m 
then s converges to every point x e X. It follows 
from Lemma 33 that X is m - chain compact. 
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Next we give an example of a compact space X which 
is not m - chain compact. Ibis example is a straight 
generalization of an example [29] due to 0# T. Scarborough 
and A# H. Stone* 
SXMHiE 7. Let m be an infinite cardinal and let 
A = {a^  : i e 2^ } 
be an enumaration of all subsets of m of cardinality m. 
«m 
We show that the space X = 2 where each coordinate 
space is taken with the discrete Topology, fails to be 
m - chain compact. For every ism let a® and a^  
be two disjoint subsets of a^  ^ with union a^  ^ and of 
cardinality m. We identify a° = 0 and a^  = 1 and 
{a°, a];} s 2. Let 
s = (Sj : j G m) 
be an m - sequence of X defined as follows. p^ (Sj) = 1 
if j G a^  and 0 otherwise. We show that s has no 
convergent m - subsequence. Assume on the contrary and 
let 
t = (t. : j G m} 
j 
be a subsequence of s converging to r e X. Let 
B = {kj : j G m} 
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Clearly B = a^  for some v e 2®» If s 1 then 
pÇ^ (l) is a nhood of r leaving out m - many terms 
(for any j e aj, Py(Sj) = 0) and consequently t cannot 
converge to r, which is a contradiction. Thus X is not 
m - chain compact as required. 
COROLLARY 17. Let m > o) be a cardinal, let 
(X^  : i e 2°^ } be a family of - spaces, each having 
more than one point. !Ehen X = TT(X^  : i e 2°^ } is never 
m - chain compact. 
PROOF. For every i e 2™ let 8^ , = {a^ , b^ }, a^  e 
X^  and b^  e X^  - (a^ }. Clearly S = TT{8^  : i e 2™} 
is a closed subspace of X. By example 7$ it follows 
that S is not m - chain compact, which is a 
contradiction as it can be easily seen that a closed 
subspace of an m - chain compact space is m - chain 
compact again. Hence X is not m - chain compact space 
as required. 
LEMMA 34. Let X be a Topological space of 
depth m; let A = X, lAl = m. If t e Â and W is any 
nhood of t then IW n Al = m. 
PROOF. Assume on the contrary and let W be a nhood 
of t such that |W n Al < m. For every a e W fl A let 
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V be a nhôod of t missing a and contained in W. 
Clearly n{7g. : a e W n A} is a nhood of t missing A 
which is a contradiction. Hence IW AiAl = m as required* 
In view of Example 7, an m - limit point compact 
space X need not be m - chain compact. However, the 
following holds. 
THEOREM 54# Let m be a regular cardinal; let X 
be a m - monotone and of depth m, space. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(i) X is m - compact 
(ii) X is m - limit point compact 
(iii) X is m - chain compact 
PROOF. In view of Theorem 51 it suffices to show 
(ii) —> (iii). In view of lemma 33 it suffices to show 
that X is weakly m - chain compact. let s be an 
m - sequence in X. If Isl < m then clearly s has a 
cluster point. If I si = m then since X is m - limit 
point compact, it follows that s (as a set) has a limit 
point t. By lemma 34, it follows that t is a cluster 
point of s. Thus, X is m - chain compact space as 
required. 
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REMARK 6. Clearly a (o - monotone space X is 
first countable and consequently for m = w, Theorem 52 
reduces to the following well-known equivalence. 
(i) X is countably compact 
(ii) X is limit point compact 
(iii) X is sequentially compact. 
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11. BETWEEN THE PRODUCT AND THE BOX TOPOLOGY 
let V be a cardinal, let {(Xj^ ., Tj^ .) : Ic e v} be 
a collection of topological spaces and let X = TT(Xj^  : 
k e v} be their Cartesian product. The u - topology for 
every infinite cardinal u < v on X is obtained by 
taking as a base for the open sets, all the sets of the 
form TT 0^ ,^ where 
(i) Og^  is open in X^  for each a e v 
(ii) For all but u - many coordinates, 0^  = X^ . 
THEOREM 55. Let m be a regular cardinal and 
X = TT{X^  : i e v}, V < m be a product of m - chain 
compact spaces. Then X with any u (u < m) tpology is 
m - chain compact. 
PROOF. Let s={s^ :iem} be any m - sequence 
of X, of cardinality m. We construct by transfinite 
induction on v a convergent ra - subsequence t of s 
as follows. Let Pj^  denote the i - th projection of X 
and 
= m and 
*1 " \(i) 
where : i e A^ } is an m - subsequence of 
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{Pl(Si) : 1 e converging to e X^ . 
In general for w = Ic + 1 a nonlimit ordinal of v 
we let 
\f = (g]g(i) : i e Aj^ } 
and 
V = 
where {p^ y(Sg : i e A^ } is an m - subsequence of 
{p^ (Si) : 1 e converging to e 
Finally for w a limit ordinal of v, we let 
= (U(g]g( j-th element of Aj^ ) : ksw} : jem} 
and 
= ®g^ (w) 
where (p^ CSg : i e A^ ) is an m - subsequence of 
(Pw(s^ ) : i e A^ }, converging to e This is 
possible because lA^ I = m (m is a regular cardinal). 
If V < m, then the sequence 
 ^= (%(1) ' 1 : A,) 
is an m - subsequence of s converging to x = {x^  ; 
i G v}. To see this, let 
U = n{Pk^(0]c^) : j E k } 
be a nhood of x. Since the m - sequence {p(s (h)^ ' h 
e Av } converges to x, for every j e k, it follows 
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that 
" (% (h) : " = < » 
Since t is an m - subsequence of {s^  : h e } 
kj j 
we see that 
v. = l(pj!^ (Oj^  ))® n tl < m 
for every j e k. Thus since misa regular cardinal 
it follows that 
lu® n tl < U(v. : j e k) 
w 
< m 
showing that t converges to x, as required. 
If V = m, then the m - sequence 
t = {t^  : i e m} 
is clearly an m - subsequence of s and it can be shown 
just like before, that t converges to x# Thus X is 
m - chain compact space, as required, 
COROLIAEY 18. Any countable product of sequentially 
compact spaces, is sequentially compact. 
COROLIAEY 19. An - product of - chain compact 
spaces with the product or the w - topology, is -
chain compact space. 
In view of Corollary 17, it follows that any 2^  -
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product of " chain compact spaces is never 
chain compact. However, in view of Theorem 34, it 
follows 
THEOREM 56. Assume GMA + CH. let X = TT{X^  : i 
e k}, k < 2^  be a product of compact spaces. If the 
character of each is v < 2^ , then X with the 
product or the w - topology, is ~ chain compact, 
PROOF. Since X is compact, every - sequence 
has a cluster point (an m - sequence is always a net, 
and consequently it has a cluster point). In view of 
Theorem 34 it is enough to show that X has a nhood 
base at each of its points of cardinality < 2^ . Let 
X = {x^  : i e k} be a point of X. Since X^  is of 
character v, x^  has a nhood base of cardinality v 
for every i e k. Since a basic nhood V of x is 
determined by a finite, or a countable intersection of 
open strips and since there are max{v, k} many open 
strips, it follows that ch(x, X) < 2^ , aa required. 
COROILARY 20. Let m be a regular cardinal, let 
X = TT{Xj, : i e v}, V < m be a product of m - bounded 
and m - monotone spaces. Then X with any u (u < m) 
topology is m - chain compact. 
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COROLLARY 21. Let m be a regular cardinal, let 
X = TT{X^  :iev},v<m be a product of m - compact 
and m - monotone spaces* Then X with any u (u < m) 
topology is m - chain compact. 
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